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View from the Bridge
or almost four years, I watched our LCAC Community overcome all manner of adversity to achieve unparalleled success
in managing and sustaining our aging fleet of craft. Challenged
by increasingly limited budgets, craft equipment issues, and extraordinary mission demands, you always came through, often in
creative ways, to keep our LCAC Fleet ready to go to complete
the mission. True to your hallmark, the key to that success was
teamwork, with all of our government and contractor players
working together to integrate the many diverse parts of our organizations into an effective team.

F

Flying missions in every part of the world, our LCAC continued
to prove their value to the Fleet during operations such as Bright
Star 2009 and Enduring Freedom, demonstrating their ability to
support our allies by moving Marines and their equipment from
ship to shore; and in humanitarian missions, as they did immediately after Haiti’s devastating earthquake, when LCAC quickly
brought relief supplies ashore, ferried injured Haitians to and
from the
USS BATAAN for medical treatment and assisted locals with
both relief and recovery efforts.
In the year since our last Fleet Support Conference, three craft
completed the Service Life Extension Program (SLEP), helping
ensure we will continue to have mission capable craft until the
Ship-to-Shore Connector (SSC) enters the Fleet. Last spring, our
SSC Team completed the first Navy in-house ship-craft Contract
Design in more than a decade and produced the SSC Technical
Data Package that will enable release of a Request for Proposal
(RFP) that will lead to award of a Detail Design and Construction
s I approach the half way point in my first year as Program
Manager of PMS377, I continue to be impressed by the professionalism of the LCAC Community. I was able to visit many
of you in conjunction with the turnover process and what I saw
was a tremendously dedicated, highly capable team, ready to deal
with budget constraints, equipment issues and expanding mission
roles to ensure that this fast-paced program remains responsive to
the needs of the Navy as LCAC continue to prove their value in
both operational and humanitarian mission settings.

A

Already, in the short time I have been aboard, we have inducted
four craft, LCAC 46, 62, 34, and 79 into SLEP. The ISEAs have
started developing a General Gas Turbine Bulletin (GGTB) to
specify procedures to retrofit ETF40B engines to correct existing
3rd and 6th stage design defects and have begun taking delivery
of repaired TF40B/ETF40B 4th stage turbine nozzles to support
repair of fleet failures. The FY10 SLEP contract has also been
awarded. Several craft have gone through FMP availabilities and
been upgraded with new equipment and modifications.
As I look to the future, I am equally excited about what I see on
the horizon. Having put the finishing touches on a Technical
Data Package and released the RFP, the Ship-to-Shore Connector
(SSC) Program is poised to move on to the constructing and testing phase. Even though the program is moving quickly, the first

contract to build SSC.
I am tremendously proud of
that success. Regretfully,
however, by the time you
read this, my four year tour
at the helm of this program
will have ended. Though I
have left the program, I did
so with a strong sense of
satisfaction and pride in my
association with a superb
program and a tremendously dedicated group of
professionals who always
strove to enhance the capa- Captain Jeff Riedel
bilities and performance of LCAC and for whom I will always
have the utmost respect and admiration.
I leave you in the most capable hands of CAPT Chris Mercer, a
long time friend and superb Naval Officer. Although the future
will continue to challenge you, I know that your legacy of performance, professionalism, and team work, under his leadership,
will sustain this program and continue to rise to all challenges in
meeting the needs of our Naval Team.
Thank you for making my tour as Program Manager both memorable and a success.
I wish you all fair winds and following seas.
prototype will not complete until 2016 and the
Fleet will not begin to see
SSC until about 2020. I
don’t have to tell you how
critical the LCAC SLEP is
in that scenario. Over the
next year we will induct
three more craft into SLEP
and continue to plan SLEP
indoctrinations for other
craft in the Fleet. We will
also develop and release
the FY 11/12 SLEP Solicitations next spring.
Captain Chris Mercer

As I embark on this tour as your Program Manager, I have seen
firsthand the quality of work and the dedication that underlies
your excellent record of service and I am proud to, now, be a part
of your community. I look forward to working with each of you
in finding new and innovative ways to solve our ongoing challenges and sustain the incredible record of accomplishments you
have achieved in this unique and important program.
Keep up the great work!
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LCAC CRAFTRON
n Oct. 5, 2009, I was honored to become the first commodore of the newest Class Squadron with the establishment
of the Assault Craft Readiness Squadron (CRAFTRON), within
the Surface Warfare Enterprise.

O

The CRAFTRON is in its first phase of life and is staffed almost
entirely by members of the Naval Beach Group TWO staff in a
collateral duty capacity, with critical material expertise provided
by Sailors from the LCAC and LCU communities.
With the divestiture of the historic readiness role of the
Amphibious Groups (PHIBGRUs), senior Navy leadership from
the surface warfare community saw a need for a better alignment
of resources, functions, and requirements within the assault craft
community in order to sustain readiness among assault craft
activities on the east coast, west coast and in Japan.
The CRAFTRON was established as a one-year experiment.
Our first priority was to establish baselines for key assault craft
readiness metrics. Analysis of this readiness data will drive our
initial readiness priorities.
The CRAFTRON will examine processes and organizations
across the LCAC and LCU support structures to identify process
improvements with the goal of improved war-fighting readiness.
Additionally, the CRAFTRON bridges the gap between SWE
stakeholders and the assault craft fleet while serving as a process
integrator that tracks manning, maintenance, logistics, and all
associated training to identify and analyze class-wide trends.
Initial positive results from the CRAFTRON include
improvements in the financial and manning areas. In the fall of
2009, the CRAFTRON did a “deep dive” to examine funding
differences and budget disparities between the East and West
Coasts. East Coast Naval Beach Group commands received
about $13 million dollars less than fiscal year 2010 budget
requirements. By putting together a thorough mid-year funding
request package that identified operational requirements and
potential negative impacts on warfighting readiness,
CRAFTRON was able to get the $13 million dollar shortfall
corrected. CRAFTRON has also completed a deep dive on
supply readiness differences between ACUs 1 and 2, and has
been deeply involved in working to resolve long standing
manning/manpower shortfalls within the ACUs. Bottom line:
The Assault CRAFTRON has brought greater visibility to
material, financial, and manning readiness; issues which
previously were spotlighted. The CRAFTRON is working to put
the Assault Craft Units on the SWE radar scope, and only good
things can come of this increased level of awareness.
The Craftron was also very closely involved in providing home
guard support for landing craft operating in support of Operation
UNIFIED RESPONSE. The CRAFTRON coordinated logistics
support and interacted daily with the various commands. As a
result, landing craft supporting Operation UNIFIED RESPONSE
6

were maintained in a
very high state of readiness and made significant contributions to our
Nation’s efforts to get
affected areas back on
their feet.
Assault Craft Unit
Sailors have the same
concerns as the rest of
the Surface Navy,
mainly manpower and
money. We’re just
standing up, but
ultimately the
CRAFTRON will provide high quality readiCommodore Clay Saunders
ness analysis to the
SWE to ensure our units receive the personnel and financial resources necessary to maintain and, where possible, improve warfighting readiness.
Our top priority is not saving money, but to maintain the combat
readiness of our aging fleet of Assault Landing Craft. However,
in today’s fiscal environment, no one can have a 'readiness at any
cost' mentality. As good stewards of the taxpayer dollar, we must
be efficient and effective in our spending plans in order to
provide war-fighting readiness at the best value.
As the CRAFTRON gains experience, I believe assault craft
Sailors will play an important role in the squadron’s success The
CRAFTRON was established with no increase in staffing, and we
are dependant on Assault Craft Unit Sailors to provide the
necessary data. They are the ones who take our landing craft into
harm’s way, so they have a vested interest in readiness; whether
assaulting a beach or delivering disaster relief supplies, these
Sailors are front-line assets in the execution of our Maritime
Strategy and they need to be ready to go at a moment’s notice.
We stress open communications between all of the above to
ensure we are focused on the correct issues. However, we also
have a very important primary customer: the United States
Marine Corps. As the end-user/customer for our assault landing
craft, it is essential that we communicate with them freely and
frequently regarding assault landing craft readiness.
I am inspired by our Assault Craft Sailors. Their job is to drive
in the direction of danger and the mission sets are growing: from
beach assault, to humanitarian assistance, to logistics support,
LCUs and LCACs are truly multi-mission craft and our Sailors
are a special breed. I look forward to working with and for the
members of the LCAC community as the Assault CRAFTRON
moves forward.
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At the Cutting Edge: ACU 4
hoy! Having taken the helm at ACU 4 just two weeks before
the last Fleet Support Conference (FSC), this marks my first
real opportunity to address our LCAC community. I can barely
begin to express how exciting this past year has been, or how incredibly proud and honored I am to serve with the U.S. Navy's
finest men and women - the Sailors of ACU 4! In addition to the
normally superb efforts of training our future LCAC crews, conducting
detachment workups, and executing highly successful
expeditionary deployments, I have had the opportunity to observe
our entire team spring into action to meet surge deployments to
support the humanitarian relief efforts in Haiti and the oil spill
disaster in the Gulf of Mexico. Our craft, crews, and support
teams responded instantly and professionally. The ACU 4 "Hoppers" continue to define our motto - "Above and Beyond!"

A

My challenges to the crew of ACU 4 when I arrived were clear
and concise, and I will use our three goals to help frame my
remarks here.
"Take Care of the Mission!
Take Care of Your Shipmates!
Take Care of Yourselves!"
I sincerely believe that the men and women I serve with every
day have truly taken these principles to heart.
How have we been “Taking Care of the Mission?” Despite a
significant lack of manning in critical craft crew billets, and
operating on a budget far less than projected by our community's
LCAC-M model, ACU 4 has met every planned mission, and
several surge operations, and executed each one flawlessly!
Delivering the "Tip of the Spear," Det ALPHA (BATAAN ESG),
Det BRAVO (NASSAU ESG), and Det DELTA (KEARSARGE
ESG) LCAC were heavily involved in operations in and around
the Persian Gulf. Each ESG, whether forward deployed in the
Northern Arabian Gulf in support of Operation ENDURING
FREEDOM, participating in Multi-National Exercises in the
Mediterranean Sea, or conducting joint service operations, has
amassed a formidable record of achievements. Each of these
three deployment groups have maintained overall readiness
levels above 95 percent while meeting every mission and tasking. This is a tribute to the combined efforts of our LCAC crews
and Detachment Maintenance Teams; the homeguard Maintenance, Supply, and Operations personnel; and the external support provided by NAVICP, DLA, PMS377, and the ISEAs.
Additionally, ACU 4 has been involved in two very short notice
disaster relief efforts over the past year. In January, we sent
LCAC 27, 50, and 71 (embarked in BATAAN and within 35 days
of having returned from a six-month deployment) for nearly three
months of operations in Port-au-Prince to provide Humanitarian
Assistance to the beleaguered people of Haiti. In April, LCAC
46, 50, 71 (embarked in WASP) received one day notice to

deploy for Gulf of Mexico oil containment support. Throughout the
myriad of deployed operations, our recently
designated Det TANGO,
comprised of six SLEP
LCACs which operate
solely to support
EWTGLANT FMT,
ACU 4 AQT and
instructor proficiency,
have provided
continuous, dependable
support to a year long
cycle of fully loaded
course convenings!
ACU 4 Sailors answer
the call - “Taking Care Captain Ken Levins
of the Mission!”
What about “Taking Care of Our
Shipmates?” At the time of this writing, ACU 4 is enjoying an
unprecedented Mishap Free period! Sailors are constantly on the
lookout for unsafe practices, or are teaming up to assist
Shipmates accomplishing their tasks. This has produced a
steadily declining trend of safety mishaps. Our aggressive, intrusive and informative DEGLAM program has contributed to a notable decrease in alcohol related incidents. ACU 4 extends our
circle of Shipmates to families, friends, and neighbors.
Participating in a host of community and charitable projects,
ACU 4's Chief Petty Officer Association was one of only two
military groups recognized by the Hampton Roads Volunteer
Association at their annual awards dinner. ACU 4 “Takes care of
our Shipmates!”
Last but not least, “Taking Care of Ourselves.” I am pleased to
watch the personal growth of our Shipmates which results from
the energy and enthusiasm that each one brings to work every
day. ACU 4 currently has 264 members actively enrolled in college level courses, with 35 members holding Associates, Bachelors, or Masters Degrees. We reinstituted and invigorated our
Fitness Enhancement Program, and in doing so witnessed a
31percent decrease in PFA failures, and a 5 percent increase in
PRT score categories, with 103 Shipmates earning an Excellent
or Outstanding grade! These efforts, along with a five-star MWR
program and perpetually award winning base Captain's Cup
sports teams, combined to transform ACU 4's work environment
and contributed significantly to the Command's receipt of 20092010 Blue H for medical readiness and health promotion. ACU 4
is “Taking Care of Ourselves.”
The Road Ahead! Our current and future challenges surround us.
On a good note, that pretty much means that we can shoot at
targets in any direction without fear of a blue-on-blue
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engagement! It is clear that our manpower gaps will remain (if
not become greater) and funding cuts are always threatening,
and that we cannot physically maintain our entire 39 craft fleet in
a perpetual ready-to-deploy status. I applaud the efforts of the
CRAFTRON, and both ACUs will reap some benefits from their
successes in gaining visibility for the LCACs within the Surface
Warfare Enterprise.
In the meantime, ACU 4 continues to aggressively pursue our
IEM program - conducting complete RAVs and CCIs on craft
prior to placing them in an FMC2 (Ready to Deploy within 96
hours) status. It is hoped that placing up to 12 LCACs in this
temporary state will free critical crews and maintainers to focus
their efforts on the craft absolutely necessary to fulfill today's
missions. ACU 4's pursuit and attainment of an extended Corrosion Control Inspection (CCI) periodicity (from six months to
nine months over a two year window) has yielded tremendous results, allowing the elimination of all backlogged inspections and
a scheduled completion of all required CCI's by December 2010.
ACU 4 has worked very hard to ensure the seamless transition of
SLEP events as we transition from one long-standing contractor
to a new one, and we have enjoyed many early successes due to a
full-court press among all stakeholders. There are still growing
pains dealing with full SLEP production, specifically the vital

need to rectify SLEP C4N parts availability and TF/ETF40B
engine reliability. It remains a premier need to continue to press
the Sponsors and the Fleet Commanders for specific LCA
requirements (ROC/POE, OPLAN) in order to effectively
prioritize our efforts and judiciously apply the limited budgets
we execute. As always, the continued efforts between both ACU
4 and ACU 5 to standardize processes and procedures where and
when it is best suited will provide necessary efficiencies. It is a
challenging way ahead, but an exciting one!
While this last item will be somewhat belated at the time of this
publication, I would like to offer my sincere thanks and a wish of
Fair Winds and Good Seas to CAPT Jeff Riedel. His dedication
and personal efforts while leading PMS377 have served to significantly improve the support and sustainability of our LCAC
Fleet. I would also like to extend a hearty Welcome Aboard to
CAPT Chris Mercer. I look forward to continuing a productive
relationship with you and your team of proven professionals!
I greatly appreciate the efforts of everyone in the LCAC
community who work so tirelessly to provide the utmost support
to our Sailors and our craft. Each of you is vital to our success
and personally contribute to the strength of our amphibious fleet
and the Worlds Finest Navy!

“Take Care of the Mission!
Take Care of Your Shipmates!
Take Care of Yourselves!”
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At the Cutting Edge: ACU 5
am thrilled to have the opportunity to lead the great Sailors of
Assault Craft Unit 5.

I

Since taking command on 30 June 2010, I have been nothing but
impressed with the hard work and dedication of the Sailors and
civilians working in support of the LCAC Program. I’d like to
thank Captain Ed Harrington for a great turnover and look
forward to his continued support for the LCAC program as he
takes command of Naval Beach Group ONE.
It has already been an exciting year, with ACU 5 Det WESTPAC
conducting patrols including the 65th IWO JIMA
Commemoration ceremony. This issue has some terrific pictures
from that event. ACU 5 Det FOXTROT completed a successful
deployment with the USS BONHOMME RICHARD
Amphibious Ready Group in the Arabian Gulf and Indian Ocean;
split ARG operations were featured for the entire FIFTH Fleet
deployment. Finally, ACU 5 Det BRAVO deployed earlier this
year with the USS PELELIU ARG, to return late this year.
ACU 5 won the 2009 CNO Safety Award. As with any
prestigious award, this was a team effort and the result of an
aggressive and keen focus on operational and facilities safety.
We always look for ways to do things better and safer.
ACU 5 also participated in Exercise DAWN BLITZ, the largest
amphibious exercise conducted in THIRD Fleet in more than
10 years. The exercise involved the planning and simulated
movement of an entire Marine Expeditionary Brigade. This type
MEB-level exercise had previously been conducted every couple
of years and hopefully will continue. Substantial planning by lots
of dedicated people over the course of many months delivered
success during the exercise, which completed in early June.

aptain Brad Smith hails from the Detroit area and graduated from
Wayne State University in 1983 with a degree in Chemical
Engineering. He received his commission via Officer Candidate School
in 1984.

C

Captain Smith has commanded two ships, USS BLACK HAWK (MHC
58) and USS FITZGERALD (DDG 62). During his tenure in FITZGERALD, the ship accomplished the first-ever dissimilar hull partial crew
swap in conjunction with forward deployment to
Yokosuka, Japan.
Other sea tours have included commissioning Electrical Officer,
Main Propulsion Assistant and Ordnance Officer in USS BUNKER
HILL (CG 52), Main Propulsion Assistant in USS LONG BEACH (CGN
9), Operations Officer in USS LAKE ERIE (CG 70), and
Assistant Chief of Staff for Operations (N3), Expeditionary Strike Group
THREE as it deployed in USS PELELIU (LHA 5), then
transitioned ashore to Bahrain as Commander, Task Force FIVE NINE.

Many key initiatives
were undertaken in
2010. One of the
most notable was a
combined team effort
to improve LCAC
communications by
repositioning the
VHF Antenna.
Testing in mid-April
was conducted using
LCAC 47 by
SPAWAR and
Panama City
representatives
alongside ACU 5
personnel. As a result,
a low tech, easy to
Captain Brad Smith
install, low cost,
CRAFTALT will be developed. The impact will be enhanced
safety due to better and more reliable VHF communications
between craft.
Corrosion Control has continued to be a priority at ACU 5 with
over 40 CCIs conducted thus far in 2010. This dedicated effort
by the LCAC community over the past several years is paying
dividends. The LCAC Service Life Extension Program continues
to roll along with four craft in SLEP simultaneously
at ACU 5 in June.
With many big challenges ahead for the LCAC community, I
look forward to working with each of you and continuing to
excel in our operational commitments.

During this yearlong deployment, CTF 59 commanded FIFTH Fleet expeditionary and contingency forces, including noncombatant evacuation
operations from Beirut, Lebanon, the largest assisted
departure of American citizens since the Korean War.
Ashore, Captain Smith attended the Naval Postgraduate School,
earning a Master of Science degree in Mechanical Engineering,
followed by nuclear power training.
Other tours ashore have included Maintenance Manager for
USS ABRAHAM LINCOLN (CVN 72) on the Naval Air Force
Pacific staff, and Deputy Chief, Command and Control Division (J36)
and Chief, Theater Missile Defense Branch on the United States
European Command staff.
Captain Smith was most recently Sea Combat Commander Syndicate
Head at Tactical Training Group, Pacific in San Diego. During his tenure
there, he deployed to SEVENTH Fleet on an individual
augmentation assignment, commanding Task Group 515.1.
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Operation Unified Response

Rescuing a Ravaged Nation:
LCACs Assist in Haitian Earthquake Relief

10
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Operation Unified Response

LCACs Bring Supplies to Haiti and Ferry
Injured Citizens to Ships for Medical Care

Haitian residents watch as an LCAC brings supplies ashore. Haiti’s port was destroyed in the earthquake, but sailors were
able to find suitable beach landing locations by talking to locals and seeking out stretches of beach that were not damaged.

ate in the afternoon of 12 January 2010, the residents of
Haiti, a small Caribbean island and the poorest nation on
earth, were going about their daily business: working, walking
home, shopping, and going to school. Then, in an instant, the
earth shook and a magnitude 7.0 earthquake hit the island nation.
Buildings were destroyed, an estimated 230,000 people were
killed, 300,000 injured, and over one million made homeless.

L

Three days after the earthquake, LCAC from ACU 4 embarked
aboard the USS Bataan and sailed towards Haiti. Their mission:
bring relief supplies to the nation, ferry injured Haitians to
US Navy ships offshore for medical treatment, and help to begin
the clean-up and rebuilding process.
With so much of Haiti destroyed, finding appropriate beaches for
landing the LCAC was difficult. The main port in Port-au-Prince
was damaged beyond repair, as was the airport. Beaches were
12

covered in debris that could damage an LCAC. Since early beach
landings were impossible, Landing Craft Utility (LCUs) were
employed to move equipment ashore. A beach was created for
the LCAC to land and bring ashore aid.
In addition to bringing water, food, clothing, toys, and other
emergency supplies ashore, the LCAC were used to ferry injured
Haitians from the shore to the USS Bataan for emergency medical treament. The USS Bataan’s medical capabilities are second
to only the USS Comfort, and include 50 doctors, a 600 bed
hospital, x-ray facilities, and an emergency room.
LCAC is quickly moved ashore rations, radios, and emergency
supplies while sailors from ACU 4 assisted in clean-up and
recovery efforts.
For more information on Haiti Operations, see page 42.

On Cushion 2010

Above: Haitians assist US Navy sailors with a water delivery. Water was an immediate need for all Haitians
after the earthquake. Below: Sailors hand out emergency rations to children and off-load supplies from a
beached LCAC.

A young boy tests his windup emergency radio. The radios were
provided so residents could receive emergency infomation.
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NSWC-PCD Skirt and Fan Tests

NSWC-PCD’s Advanced Skirt Design
New Skirt Design Offers Improved Efficency for Ship-to-Shore Conector
aval Surface Warfare Center Panama City Division (NSWC
PCD) Code E32 has recently been tasked with extensive
testing of new hovercraft technologies for potential use on
LCAC or SSC. This includes the full scale performance testing
of both the Advanced Skirt System and Advanced Lift Fan, each
sponsored by the Office of Naval Research (ONR) Code 331.

N

Full Scale performance testing of the Advanced Skirt System on
LCAC was the third and final phase of an effort to deliver an
improved skirt system design as a candidate for the SSC.
Phase I of the program consisted of multiple awards to industry
that focused on preliminary skirt designs, trade and feasibility
studies, and other operational design parameters. Phase II
provided more detailed design and resulted in the production of
several 1/12-scale model skirts for testing at a tow tank. Based
on these results, Phase III was the development, fabrication and
testing of a full scale prototype skirt. The Advanced Skirt
system was selected for full scale prototyping, and it was
installed for testing on LCAC 66, stationed at NSWC PCD.

Computer model of the Advanced Skirt Design.

significant wave height. After a detailed analysis of the test
results, the Advanced Skirt system was shown to exhibit both
adequate safety of flight characteristics, stable dynamic
behavior and it also provided a 5-10 percent drag reduction depending on sea state and craft weight. This represents an equivalent increase in payload of 15k-lbs to 30k-lbs for the same power
consumption. In addition to performance improvements, the full
scale Advanced Skirt exhibits several maintenance
improvements. It has less unique components, which amounts to
more common fingers and common side segments. It does not
have a double-bubble on the side segments, which eliminates the
requirement for an internal strap; as a result, the weight of the
skirt was reduced approximately 2,700 pounds. The skirt currently remains installed on LCAC
66 for long term observation.

In the previous phases of development, model scale testing of
the Advanced Skirt System was shown to provide considerable
benefits in drag reduction,
maintenance, weight, and costs
compared to existing skirt systems.
Full Scale skirt testing, conducted
Following the conclusion of the
from May 2009 to Oct 2009,
skirt testing, Advanced Lift Fan
focused on documenting three
performance testing was
main areas: static skirt
completed at NSWC PCD. This
characteristics, safety of flight, and
final phase was conducted from
drag performance. Specific
Nov 2009 until April 2010 on
components of the static testing
LCAC 66. This effort was
included inflated geometry and
sponsored by ONR Code 331
cushion height measurements,
under the Future Naval
overland pitch and roll stiffness,
Capabilities (FNC) Lift Fan
and skirt pressure ratio
Program. It began with a Request
verification. This was conducted
for Proposals (RFP) issued by
at a variety of craft weights and
ONR for the design and
drive train speeds. The safety of
production of a pair of full-scale
flight testing included turning
composite lift fans to be installed
stability at various speeds and sea
on LCAC 66 for testing. The constates. It also included observation
cepts selected and developed were
of plow-in tendencies at extreme
those that enhanced operational
longitudinal centers of gravity at Computer model of the Umoe Composite Lift Fan.
capability and suitability with revarious speeds. To verify beam-on stability, a series of high
duced maintenance and life cycle costs. The fan selected for full
speed sideslips were
scale development was designed and manufactured by Umoe
conducted. For the drag performance testing, the craft was
Mandal.
loaded with several different weights from 260k-lbs to 370k-lbs
and operated at a variety of sea states from calm up to 4.6 ft
A significant testing effort was initiated at NSWC PCD in 2008
14
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to determine the lift fan aerodynamic efficiency and verify the
contractor predicted performance values. Specific portions of
these tests included over-speed runs, impeller gap measurements,
and flow performance tests. Following this effort, the pair of
Umoe fans were left on LCA 66 for long term evaluation. They
had acquired 100+ operational hours on LCAC 66 by mid 2009,
and were deemed structurally and environmentally
suitable. The 2010 series of testing focused again on the
operational capability aspect by conducting verification testing of
the 2008 results, and new full scale flow measurements of the
current aluminum LCAC fan and the composite Umoe fan.
In the recent 2010 tests, each fan was tested for pressure and
power versus flow performance both in a single fan
configuration, and in a coupled fan configuration, as installed on
the LCAC. To measure the flow emitted from the lift fans,
two 70 ft long, 6 inch diameter ducts were fabricated and
mounted under LCAC 66. Each duct collected the individual fan
discharge, conditioned the flow, and metered it using a High Beta
Engineered (HBE) velocity averaging pitot array. The testing
was conducted for a full range of back pressures at fan speed
settings of 85, 97, and 100 percent N2. For the single fan case, a
LCAC bow thruster manifold was modified and mounted to the
aft volute, allowing a bow thruster to be installed directly above
the aft lift fan. This testing of the single fan configuration
provided unique and interesting comparisons to coupled fan data.
An additional pitot traverse test was conducted for the single and
coupled fan cases to verify the meter results and document the
shape of the flow profile for various conditions.
Overall results of the testing generally show fan performance is

The single fan test configuration on LCAC 66.

degraded in the coupled case when compared to the single fan
case. The composite Umoe fan, with its advanced aerodynamic
profile, performed similarly to the current fan in terms of
pressure versus flow, but required less power and was therefore
more efficient.
Testing of the Advanced Skirt prototype and the composite
Umoe fans for long term durability in the harsh LCAC
environment has been recommended to continue for the
foreseeable future. As with these projects, NSWC PCD
continues to develop Air Cushion Vehicle technologies for fleet
transition while focusing on reducing costs, decreasing
maintenance, and increasing performance and reliability.
Story and photos by Robert Cole, NSWC-PCD

Lift fan test ducting installed on LCAC 66.
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MLP Testing with LCAC

LCAC 91 comes aboard the Mighty Servant 3 during MLP Design Tests earlier this year in Panama City, FL.

LCACs Assist in MLP Design Testing
n the years following Operation DESERT STORM, the utility
of afloat pre-positioning was again validated as the MPF was
called upon on several occasions to support lesser contingency
operations, including humanitarian assistance/disaster relief and
peacekeeping operations. These operations included FIERY
VIGIL (Philippines), WATER PITCHER (Micronesia),
TYPHOON OMAR (Guam) and RESTORE HOPE (Somalia).
Another shift in recent years has been the growing contribution
of the MPSRONs to Phase 0 and Phase 1 operations.

I

MPF ships have been successfully modified to conduct a range
of Phase 0 and 1 operations to include Enhanced Maritime
Interdiction Operations (EMIO), HA/DR and Theater Security
Cooperation (TSC).
The last major download of the MPF was conducted to support
Operation IRAQI FREEDOM (OIF). A total of 11 MPF ships
were offloaded in Kuwait providing the equipment and supplies
to make two MEBs combat ready within 30 days of receiving the
deployment order. A year later, in February 2004, select
equipment and supplies were downloaded from MPSRON-2 to
support the reintroduction of Marine forces in support of OIF-II.
The most recent MPF employment was in support of Operation
UNIFIED RESPONSE, January 2010, in Haiti. Two MPF ships
provided prepositioned equipment and supplies for this humanitarian mission. The USNS Lummus transported United States
Agency for International Development (USAID),
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), and US Army
16

cargo and supplies that were loaded on board prior to sailing from
Jacksonville, Florida (where it was in port for a scheduled
maintenance cycle).
The MPF remains a key component of our Nation’s overall global
prepositioning posture, making a significant contribution to the
maritime expeditionary strategy. Its operational capabilities take
full advantage of our dominance in the maritime domain, exploit
the Sea Lines of Communication (SLOC), and expand seabasing
opportunities. The MPF Program supports equipment and
supplies loaded on ships and forward based in a Combatant
Commander’s Area of Responsibility (AOR). The MPF includes
3 MPSRONs each with 4 to 7 ships. Each MPSRON is prepositioned with the majority of the supplies and equipment needed to
support a Marine Expeditionary Brigade (MEB) for
30 days. A complete MEB capability is realized when the
prepositioned equipment and supplies of the MPSRON are married up with the fly-in echelon. Together, the three MPSRONs
have a total capability of supporting three MEBs. Each
MPSRON is strategically sited to provide overlapping coverage
and ensure at least one MPSRON can arrive at a desired location
within seven days of notification. Over the next several years, the
capability of the MPF program will improve significantly as new
ships from the Maritime Prepositioning Force (Future) (MPF(F))
Program’s Increment One CapabilityDevelopment Document
(CDD) are fielded.
Redirection in the MPF(F) Program has resulted in significant

On Cushion 2010

changes to the Mobile Landing Platform (MLP). The current
MLP design is a Float On – Float Off (FLO-FLO) ship which is
based on a modified BP Tanker built by NASSCO. This ship
design will require LCAC operations on and off the side of the
ship rather then the stern as is currently done with amphibious
ships or what was previously tested on the MS3 in FY-06. The
purpose of Phase IV of the Vehicle Transfer At-Sea Test
(VTAST) was to conduct a series of Landing Craft Air Cushion
(LCAC) Interface Tests aboard Mighty Servant 3 (MS3), an
MLP surrogate, exploring a range of environmental conditions
and ship parameters to establish the feasibility of LCAC
operations on and off the side of a FLO-FLO ship.

The afloat program was built to address a significant gap in the
Marine Corps’ ability to rapidly deploy a MEB. The afloat
program has developed incrementally from a purely “afloat
warehoused” equipment storage program focused on the Middle
East into a global asset capable of operational employment for a
wide range of operations.
The Marine Corps’ initial afloat program consisted of equipment
and supplies loaded on three Military Sealift Command (MSC)chartered ships. These three ships, plus two tankers and two
ships carrying other service supplies and equipment, formed the
initial Near Term Prepositioning Force (NTPF). While the NTPF
filled an immediate requirement, the Marine Corps continued to
develop the afloat prepositioning program, increasing its size and
capability and shifting from a Middle East centric program to one
of global response. The first Maritime Prepositioning

MS3 was configured to test two types of LCAC approaches.
An athwartships configuration was tested to examine the
capabilities and limitations as an LCAC ingresses and egresses
from the starboard beam of MS3. The deck of the MS3 was also
configured to conduct LCAC operations with an oblique ingress
In the coming years, there will be an increased need for
and egress on the
prepositioned equipstarboard side. This
ment and supplies to
is an
support globally
alternative
deployed forces. The
configuration if the
equipment and
athwartship
supplies of Marine
approach/departure
Corps prepositioning
could not be
will be a key
achieved. The deck
component in
of MS3 was
supporting these
configured for
forces whether they
concurrent
are conducting
availability of both
shaping and
the athwartship and
deterrence operations
oblique LCAC
or responding to
“landing spots.”
contingencies. In the
Testing was
past, prepositioned
conducted under
equipment was used
LCAC 91 makes an athwartship landing on the Mighty Servant 3.
various conditions
sparingly due to
to: gather information to apply to the MLP design, establish an
complexity of loads and accessibility of cargo, e.g., densely
early understanding of Safe Operating Envelopes (SOEs) for this
packed equipment and extensive use of containers. Going
type of LCAC operation, and to lay the foundation for future
forward Marine Corps prepositioning will be configured to
developmental and operational testing requirements.
routinely support a variety of activities across the range of
military operations (ROMO).
When integrated with an LMSR the MLP platforms will provide
a base at sea for supporting special operation missions and/or the
Over the next seven years as new MLP platforms are integrated
global fleet station concept. Small forces could use the MLP as
to the MPSRONs, afloat prepositioning will transform from a
an interface for small craft operations.
program used to support infrequent contingencies to a more
responsive, agile capability providing operational support to
The inherent flexibility of the MLP will enable the addition of
multiple Combatant Commanders on a routine basis.
upgrades aimed at adding increased seabasing employment
options to support small scale operations. This would allow the
Rather than situating all of the new, enhanced Increment One
Joint Force Commander to fully use the mobility inherent in a
CDD platforms in a single location, the platforms will be
seabased force and enhance force protection by minimizing the
distributed across the three MPSRONs. This concept will ensure
footprint ashore.
the enhanced capabilities of the new platforms are available to
routinely support multiple Combatant Commanders while still
Marine Corps prepositioning has evolved over the last 30 years
postured to respond to provide a robust seabased capability in
in response to emergent demands of the Combatant Commanders. any AOR.
the LCAC bulletin
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Dawn Blitz

Dawn Blitz:
Conception to Reality

18
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esigned to be the largest scale training operation conducted
in recent history, the exercise dubbed ‘Dawn Blitz” surpassed expectations. To ensure safe and effective training while
coordinating operations between multiple and diversely operational organizations, planning is critical, and was in full effect.
With assets from Marine Expeditionary Force ONE, Commander
Naval Beach Group ONE, and Third Fleet all participating, critical coordination was quickly identified and operation de-confliction was in full swing.

D

After a timeline and scenario was finalized, phase one assault
was transitioning over 700 tons of USMC organic assets, ammunition, and personnel to San Clemente Island to conduct training.
Weather did play a factor, deterring operations with strong winds
and heavy seas; so, the call was made to wait to conduct operations. Even though the seas and winds did subside slightly to
allow operations to commence, the rigors of completing the transit to San Clemente Island required maximum flexibility of
LCAC capabilities.
As the operation continued into the night, the weather became too
much for LCAC 75 to complete the entire route on the fuel she
departed with. With two craft seeking safe haven at West Cove
on San Clemente Island, LCAC 75 simply could not complete the
transit to ACU 5 and was stranded at sea. With BMCM Cass,
GSEC Anderson and a fuel truck griped onto LCAC 76, the first

ever LCAC UNREP was quickly planned and safely executed,
providing LCAC 75 the fuel required to return to ACU 5’s apron.
Two day’s later, and with much better weather, they returned to
retrieve the personnel and equipment they had previously
delivered. With phase one being a resounding success, they
moved quickly into phase two; a much more complex operation
incorporating all organic assets allocated to the operation. Surface support was provided by USS BonHomme Richard, USS
Rushmore, USS Cleveland, USS Germantown and the newest
Amphibious Naval prowess in USS New Orleans and USS Green
Bay. With forward reaching assets and air support provided by
the USMC and Marine Expeditionary Force ONE, ACU 5 and
Commander Naval Beach Group ONE subsidiaries provided the
critical link from sea to shore for the USMC and Amphibious
Naval Fleet.
Simultaneously operating on five designated beaches with assault
craft, conventional landing craft, and LCAC’s, ACU 5 provided
critical transport for the equipment and personnel needed for the
operation.
As operations quietly came to an end, victory was declared and
the yarns began to spin about the scope and complexity of the operation affectionately referred to as ‘Dawn Blitz’.

the LCAC bulletin
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LCAC AADS System

AADS Provides Situation Awareness
During Dawn Blitz Exercise
he Amphibious Assault Direction System (AADS), a mature,
fully fielded system, installed on all amphibious ships,
LCAC, and LCU, demonstrated its ability to provide a much
needed, near real-time, well-defined Situation Awareness (SA)
during the Dawn Blitz exercise conducted at Camp Pendleton,
California from May 24 to June 4, 2010. AADS is the Navy’s
only real-time Situational Awareness system for amphibious ship,
craft and all other units participating in the Enhanced Position
Location Reporting System (EPLRS) network, including the Marine platforms. The system provides the Amphibious Ready
Group (ARG) Commander command and control capability to
identify, track, and communicate with AADS-equipped ships,
landing craft, and assault craft. A significant feature of the system
is its Over The Horizon (OTH) capability. Using an airborne
relay, it can identify and track net participants that are up to 100
nm apart.

T

The Dawn Blitz exercise, involved 5000 Navy and Marine personnel, under the command of Brigadier General Rex McMillian
USMC, was designed to cover three training objectives: planning
of the operation, transporting of equipment and Marines to and
from offshore ships, and preparing battle command personnel.
Sailors from Naval Beach Group 1 and its subordinate commands, Amphibious Construction Battalion (ACB) 1, Assault
Craft Unit (ACU) 1, ACU 5, and Beach Master Unit (BMU) 1,
conducted boat operations within the tactical environment at

AADS Display located in ACU 5 Tower.

Camp Pendleton. The amphibious assault on the shores of Camp
Pendleton included more than 60 Amphibious Assault Vehicles
(AAV), 16 Landing Craft Air Cushion (LCAC), four Landing
Craft Utility (LCU) boats and a variety of Navy and Marine
Corps helicopter and jet aircraft. These craft, with the exception
of the jet aircraft, were launched from the USS Bonhomme
Richard, USS Cleveland, USS Comstock, USS Germantown, and
USS Green Bay.
AADS provided four SA displays
ashore during Dawn Blitz with ACU 5
LCAC control tower being the primary
location. The other SA displays were
located in the Red Room in Captain
Harrington’s office, BMU 1 boat basin
tent, and in the BMU 1 tent at Red
Beach. The amphibious ships identified above were also part of the AADS
network with their SA displays actively displaying all AADS equipped
participants.
The AADS system with Situation
Awareness is proven as a primary element in amphibious operations for successful command and control of
AADS-equipped ship and craft.

A Sailor directs a Humvee to unload from an LCAC onto the beach at Camp Pendleton,
CA during Operation Dawn Blitz.
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SSC TDP Certification

Ship to Shore Connector Technical
Data Package Certified
DML Tom Eccles, NAVSEA Chief Engineer (SEA 05) and
CAPT Chris Mercer, PMS377 signed and certified the Ship
to Shore Connector (SSC) Technical Data Package (TDP) at a
formal signing ceremony on July 8, 2010. This was the culmination of a programmatic and technical effort that began in 2005.
The programmatic effort was lead by Ms. Dawn Doebel the
PMS377 Principal Acquisition Program Manager (PAPM) and
the technical effort was lead by Mr. Walt Mebane the SEA05D
Ship Design Manager (SDM).

R

The Ship to Shore Connector (SSC) is the next generation air
cushion vehicle (ACV) that will replace Landing Craft Air Cushion (LCAC), the Amphibious Landing Craft whose mission it is
to transport joint expeditionary forces from the sea to the beach.
The SSC design is the first
new ACV design in over
twenty years and was performed “in-house,” and is the
first and most complex design
undertaken by NAVSEA in
over ten years. Throughout
this process, the SSC Team
leadership took unprecedented
steps in ship design and acquisition innovation resulting in
highly significant contributions to the Department of Defense acquisition process.

traditional point design method can be applied to modify and refine this design.
Overall, the SSC SBD concurrently evaluated 13,824 designs
from which a final configuration was down-selected and evaluated at a more detailed level. SBD allowed the SSC Design
Team to converge the design more quickly, ensuring all possible
alternate configurations were considered. It minimized rework
later in the design and provided confidence to the Navy leadership that the best design had been selected for final development.
The final product from the design team was a contract TDP
which included a detailed craft specification with associated
drawings that clearly define all the characteristics, requirements,
and systems for the SSC that could be competitively bid by a
large number of shipyards.

Early in the program it was determined the personnel and skill sets
that would be required to execute
an in-house government led design. Over ninety personnel from
across the country (PMS377, SEA
05D, NSWC Philadelphia,
Panama City, Charleston, and
Keyport and SPAWAR) were selected for the team. To reduce
cost it was decided to use a distributed design process rather than
co-locating this team. This reNavy leadership decided early
quired the development of a deRobin White SEA05D, CAPT C P Mercer PMS 377, and RADM
on that the SSC presented a Tom Eccles SEA O5 finalize the signing of the SSC TDP.
sign tool that captured the
great opportunity to investirequirements as well as the degate development of a government lead design with associated
sign characteristics that would permit the entire team to view the
TDP vice an industry developed design and detail specification.
current configuration of the design on a daily basis. ConsiderThis change in process required new methodologies to be develable effort was expended developing the Integrated Development
oped, implementation of new analysis tools and models to supEnvironment and 3-D product model for the design. The skill
port these new methodologies, and training and development of
sets and training needed included a ship design workshop, the
the workforce to support this new process.
Naval Post Graduate School System Engineering course, Lean
Six Sigma Yellow Belt training, a contract specification writing
A key to success with the new process was identifying tools and
session, and Computer Aided Design software tools.
methodologies for conducting trade-off studies early in the design. After exploring several options, a methodology in wideThe SSC team has achieved the challenging goals set for the despread use in the automobile industry, Set-Base Design (SBD),
sign. It has delivered , for the first time in over a decade, a
was selected. This was the first application of SBD in the marhighly capable naval craft, using advanced design techniques and
itime industry. SBD offers considerable flexibility for continued
processes. It has provided a path forward for future Navy design
system refinement and integration into a total craft design. In
efforts that can build on the processes and methodologies used
SBD sets of design alternatives are gradually narrowed until a
for the first time in the SSC design. The Program Office plans to
globally optimum solution is identified. As the set of alternatives release a Request for Proposal (RFP) for detail design and connarrows the level of detail (or design fidelity) increases. In the
struction in September 2010 with award of the contract in 2011.
SBD process the design will eventually converge and the more
Story by Phil Covich
the LCAC bulletin
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What’s Happening at ACU 5

Career Development Day
Camp Pendleton Base Theatre 5 May 2010
A

CU 5 commemorated Cinco De Mayo at the Camp Pendleton Base theatre with an out of compound activity filled
with valuable information. Traditionally, ACU 5 provides this
event at different venues, but this year they coordinated a combined effort from the presenters to cover all the topics in an all
hands focused environment.

The District Attorney of San Diego followed by discussing DUIs
and drunk driving. He showed with words and pictures how it
has affected service members and their families. The crowd
quietness reflected how it collectively touched the heart of this
often discussed topic that is usually taken lightly. The pictures
and words from the District Attorney brought it closer to home.

Muster started around 0730 in the morning and opened up with
FFSC presenting topics about domestic violence and suicide prevention. They covered its devastating effects to families, service
members and the command. The presentation showed that knowing the signs and using the help that is available may help save
careers, and to some extent lives.

During lunch break, the ACU 5 First Class Petty officer association (FCPOA) volunteered to provide an economical option for
lunch. It was delicious, popular and easy to grab. They fired up
the grill and served the attendees hotdogs and hamburgers within
a few steps from the base theatre. They also provided a dessert
and convinced the theatre operator to show a free movie presentation at intermission.

COMNAVSURFPAC DAPA Chief Smith took the podium in the
morning with his light hearted style presentation of the new drug
affecting Sailors, “SPICE”. It’s a designer drug that mimics the
effects of marijuana. Because Sailors have been processed for
discharge due to affiliation with the drug; he made sure to deliver
the message very effectively, capturing the attention of ACU 5
Sailors both young and old.

The afternoon presentations included action packed topics like financial specialist, a PTS presentation and operational risk management. Captain Harrington closed the event stressing the value
and the timing of the presentations. Setting aside an entire day is
well worth the man hours by preserving overall efficiency and
awareness of ACU 5 Sailor’s daily performances. It was a day
well worth celebrating.

ACU 5 Sailor Runs Extra Yards as
Player for Semi-Pro Football Team
ark Twain, the famous
American writer and raconteur, once remarked, “It is not the
size of the dog in the fight; it is
the size of the fight in the dog.” If
there is anyone at Assault Craft
Unit Five who is a living proof of
this adage, then look no further
than DET Echo’s GSM3 Kevin
Lawrence.

M

Although he stands no taller than
five foot six inches, and weighs
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no more than 155 pounds soaking wet, during his off hours, he
plays with the San Diego Stallions, a local semi-professional
football team. Yes you read it correctly. Not flag football.
Semi-pro football. This highly competitive league is a popular
one: on an average, there are over 1500 fans who attend each
home game.
So what motivates a man to keep playing in a physically demanding game, when so many of his opponents and teammates are bigger or younger than he is? “Football has been my passion since I
was a little kid,” he explains. Not surprisingly, he has
encountered many in this league who share his feelings for the
game. “I was surprised to learn we have guys who work as
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Change of Command
On Cushion Cove - 30 June 2010
CU 5 conducted their fourteenth Change of Command on
June 30, 2010 in which Captain Edward J. Harrington was
relieved of his duties by Captain Bradley J. Smith. The Change
of Command was held at ACU 5 with three crafts and craft
hanger bays as a back drop. The guest speaker was
Commodore James E. O'Connor, Naval Beach Group
ONE. Following the change of command a reception
was held at On Cushion Cove with a superb selection
of exquisite food and decorations prepared and
arranged by the ACU 5 culinary staff.

A

Captain Harrington's next assignment will be Commander, Naval
Beach Group ONE in Coronado, CA. Captain Smith's most recent assignment was Sea Combat Commander Syndicate Head at
Tactical Training Group, Pacific in San Diego, CA.

An element of Naval Beach Group ONE, ACU 5 established operations in 1986 at Camp Pendleton, CA.
The ACU 5 Command encompasses 48 acres with
225,000 square feet of office and workspace to support 40 crafts and over 600 personnel, which includes
a forward deployed seven craft detachment in Sasebo,
Japan. Construction of the facility commenced in
1985 and the final phase was completed in 1996.
Through the dedication, professionalism, and "can do"
attitude of the Swift Intruders, ACU 5 continues to
prove the LCAC's viability as the fastest, most capable assault landing craft in the world. LCAC detachments from ACU 5 deploy with Amphibious Ready
Groups to support operations and exercises throughout
the Persian Gulf, Indian Ocean and the Pacific Ocean. Chaplain Han, Commodore O'Connor, Captain Harrington, Captain Smith
and CMC Dearie render honors during the National Anthem.

bouncers at clubs, nutritionists, or in retail for Sears and
Albertson,” said Lawrence.
Unlike someone signing up to play at a local recreational league,
not everyone who tries out will make the team. There are actually
series of grueling combines (just like the college or pros) which
each aspiring player has to pass through before earning a spot on
the roster. Some of these tests include 40 yard dashes, running
plays, and of course, full contact scrimmage games to test their
abilities to make or receive a tackle from another player.
Lawrence was a gifted ball player, while in high school, before
joining the navy. However, unlike most athletes who hang up
their cleats after high school or college, he never lost his love for
playing tackle football. There is a price, unfortunately, for
older athletes who continue playing in a young man’s game.
For starters, this league lasts as long as any NFL or college football season. The San Diego Stallions, for instance, begin their try
outs and practices in June; they compete through their regular

games until October. And if the Stallions were to achieve a winning record, they could continue through November and December for their playoff and championship games. So in order for a
team to have a successful season, it is about their maintaining an
injury free roster as much as anything else.
Consequently, one of the mental adjustments GSM3 Lawrence
made for himself as an older player is to pay more attention to his
diet, exercise and possible injury issues.
“Playing this game is a little tougher now,” he says with a look of
determination, “but it gives me more self-motivation to go
harder.”
So how long can or does he want to play? “I love this game and
playing football makes me happy,” Lawrence said. After a brief
pause, he adds with a grin, “I hope to play this game as long as I
am healthy and for as long as I can.”
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RIMPAC

DET RIMPAC Feet Wet OPS Normal 33
Souls on Board!
“Set Condition 3A for wet well operations,
Set condition 3A for wet well operations.”
ssault Craft Unit FIVE Detachment RIMPAC, comprised of
33 Sailors and three LCACs, participated in Exercise Rim of
the Pacific (RIMPAC) 2010 onboard amphibious assault ship
USS Bonhomme Richard (LHD-6). RIMPAC is the largest international maritime operation conducted in the world and consists
of 32 ships and over 20,000 multi-national Sailors and Marines.
This year’s RIMPAC exercise marks the 22nd biennial event
being conducted from June to July 2010, and is themed “Combined Agility, Synergy and Support.”

A

There are three phases that comprise RIMPAC’s training scheme.
Phase one is the Harbor phase of which participating nations conduct required meetings, safety briefs and camaraderie building
events such as soccer, softball and various sporting events. Phase
two is the Operational phase, during which ACU 5 Sailors and
vessels are instrumental to the amphibious assault. Additional
exercises to be completed areUundersea Warfare (USW), Maritime Interdiction Operations (MIO), Noncombatant Evacuation
Operations (NEO) and more. The final phase of RIMPAC is the
Tactical phase.
Nations participating in the RIMPAC exercise include Australia,
Canada, Chile, Japan, Netherlands, Peru, Republic of Korea, Singapore, Colombia, France, Indonesia, and Malaysia.
Participating ships include the nuclear powered aircraft carrier
USS Ronald Reagan (CVN-76), Wasp-class amphibious assault
ship USS Bonhomme Richard (LHD-6), Arleigh Burke-class destroyer USS Sampson (DDG-102), Oliver Hazard Perry-class
frigate USS Ford (FFG-54), Austin-class amphibious transport
dock USS Cleveland (LPD-7), and the first of its class littoral
combat ship, USS Freedom (LCS-1).
International Naval vessels include various classes of ships such
as Her Majesty’s Australian Ship (HMAS) Newcastle, Japanese
Maritime Self Defense Force (JS) Akebono, Republic of Korea
(ROK) Yangmanchoon, Her Majesty’s Canadian Ship (HMCS)
Calgary and the French Ship (FS) Prairial.
ACU 5 Detachment RIMPAC, led by ENS Stephen Aguirre and
GSCS Matthew Logsdon, are ready for tasking with three fully
mission capable LCACs. FCC Brian Kulp pilots LCAC 47, a
Service Life Extension Program (SLEP) craft with deep skirt system. ABHC Shane Peterson and OSC Louis Barba are piloting
LCACs 80 and 82; system upgrade craft with deep skirt systems.
GSMC Johnny Thomas and the detachment LPO GSM1 Kevin
Treadwell maintain all craft embarked in USS Bonhomme
24
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Richard’s welldeck. Along with a maintenance crew of 11
Sailors, they ensure LCAC ETF40B main engines, auxiliary
power units, and all associated electrical and mechanical equipment are in pristine condition. Ensuring that the full mission is
completed by all LCACs in support of tasking as directed by
Rear Admiral Earl Gay Commander Expeditionary Strike Group
Three (ESG3), Captain Timothy Wilson Commander Amphibious
Squadron Seven (CPR7) and Deputy Commander Captain Humberto Quintanilla (CPR7).
Anticipated missions to be conducted by ACU 5’s LCACs include the off-load of each of the craft’s pre-boat loads consisting
of Explosive Ordnance Disposal Mobile Unit (EOD MU) rolling
stock, cargo and personnel. Continued operations through the
month of July support the transport of Special Purpose Marine
Air and Ground Task Force (SPMAGTF) equipment. Equipment
transported includes Medium Tactical Vehicle Replacement
(MTVR’s), High Mobility Multi-Purpose Wheeled Vehicles
(HMMWV’s), towed artillery, cargo and troops. Additionally, the
LCAC are key to Non-Combatant Evacuation Operations (NEO)
conducted during RIMPAC. LCACs are capable of transporting
23 personnel in the port and starboard cabins, but with the addition of a Personnel Transport Module (PTM), LCACs can support the transport of 180 personnel in support of humanitarian
and NEO exercises. ACU 5 Detachment RIMPAC will be operating with additional amphibious support units provided by Beach
Master Unit One (BMU-1) and conventional landing craft from
ACU 1. Each Beach where operations are to be conducted have
unique landing characteristics. Kona Harbor has a ramp with a
four foot step that is required to be traversed prior to the LCAC
coming off-cushion in the Craft-Landing Zone (CLZ). Bellows
Beach is a shallow depth beach, only providing up to 31 yards of
usable beach depth to land the LCAC. ACU 5 LCACs are tasked
to land in both areas and are capable of doing so without loss of
fidelity to RIMPAC operations!
Exercise RIMPAC immerses many nations of diverse backgrounds and military capabilities to achieve excellence through
the unity of distinct methods. Strength through diversity is realized on the highest levels via operations conducted during RIMPAC 2010. ACU 5 Sailors were hand picked to participate in this
unique war fighting operation. Many will cherish events, observations and lessons learned for the remainder of long and prosperous Naval careers. ACU 5 Sailors and Crafts represent our
unit with pride and professionalism. We symbolize Honor,
Courage, and Commitment whenever called upon to conduct missions in support of Exercise RIMPAC 2010.
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Story by ENS Stephen Aguirre, ACU Five DET RIMPAC OIC

“Set Condition 3A for
wet well
operations,
Set condition 3A for
wet well
operations.”

Above: An LCAC waits in a well deck during RIMPAC 2010.
Below: LCAC 47 from ACU 5 lands on the beach during RIMPAC 2010.
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Around the Fleet

ACU4: Volunteering to Set the
Standard In Hampton Roads
nated $300 to the local chapter of the American Red Cross to
help with their annual Stocking Stuffers drive.
Following in the footsteps of great leadership, the ACU 4 First
Class Petty Officers Association has been involved in a multitude
of activities as well:
• Hosted a Children’s Book drive in support of an Eagle Scout’s
project collecting over 250 books for recovering children at
Bethesda Naval Hospital.
Participants race into the water during the 15th annual Polar
Bear Plunge at Smugglers Cove, Naval Base Point Loma.

CU 4, led by a tightly woven Chief’s Mess and First Class
Mess, has continued to raise the bar for volunteer service in
the Hampton Roads area. The CPO Mess was recently awarded a
2010 Hampton Roads Volunteer Achievement Award in the Military Group category.

A

With over 60 Chief Petty Officers Association (CPOA) members
that have volunteered in countless events, amassing thousands of
hours to the community, ACU 4 continues to give back and show
the unity of a fine Chief’s Mess. A few examples of their service
are as follows:
• Established an ACU 4 CPOA 5K run team, which raised $1,000
for the Norfolk Jingle Bell Run for Arthritis. Their contribution
was the largest for all military teams in the Hampton Roads area,
adding to the over $60,000 total in monies raised for the Arthritis
Foundation.
• Volunteered and promoted the 18th Annual Polar Plunge. 20
Chiefs volunteered more than 120 hours to the set up and take
down of vending areas. Their efforts directly raised $250 for the
local Special Olympics chapter and, indirectly, through vendor
sales assisted in the event reaching its $1 Million dollar goal for
the year 2010.

• Hosted an annual school supplies drive in support of our Partnership in Excellence program for Lynnhaven Middle School.
This drive yielded almost $1,000 in desperately needed school
supplies.
• Coordinated donations for the JEB Little Creek/Ft Story HOLIDAY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM at the NEX. This consisted of
car washes and toy donations. They collected toys and distributed
food to more than 475 families of 26 participating commands at
JEB Little Creek/Ft Story.
• In the command’s continued support of our Partnership in Excellence for Lynnhaven Middle School, ACU 4 sailors have
served as mentors, officials for charity basketball games, assembled shelves, chaperoned various field trips, dances and football
games.
• Completed COMREL projects at Union Mission, sorting clothing and linens for delivery to the needy for the holidays.
Individual contributions outside of these two organizations have
also been extensive. Rest assured, whenever called upon, ACU 4
answers and excels with distinction.

• 25 Chief Petty Officers volunteered 100 hours in assisting in the
set up, tear down and finish line coordination for the Annual
Rock and Roll Half Marathon. In addition, 20 Chiefs participated in the event, winning third place for the large command
category helping the American Cancer Society raise over $1 Million dollars.
• Tthe ACU 4 CPOA led a collection drive resulting in more than
800 coats being donated to the Hampton Roads Annual Coat
Drive; raised $500 for the Chief Petty Officers Scholarship Fund
through car washes, food sales, and a local pizza drive; and do-
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Sailors from ACU 4 help build a bridge at Lynnhaven Middle
School in support of Partnership for Education.
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ACU 4’s Wash Rack Up and Running!
fter an extensive seven month overhaul and modification,
ACU 4 LCACs are now receiving the tender love and care
they deserve.

A

Ramp Support Division and NAVFAC JEB have been busy!
ACU 4s wash rack
upgrades were put
on hold due to parts
availability and sand
build-up around and
in the oil water
separator. Ramp
Support personnel,
led by GSMC(SW)
Pace, OSC(SW)
Smith, saved ACU 4
$19,400 by removing sand and contaminates themselves.
During the modification process the wash rack was implemented
with chlorine and algaecide to keep the water fresh as it is
recycled through the storage tank. ABF1(AW) Cowan is our
expert on the maintenance and maintaining the proper levels of

chlorine and algaecide in order to keep our environment safe
from contaminates.
In addition to the wash rack modifications ACU 4 is equipped
with the Amphibious Assault Direction System (AADS).
Operated by OS2
Griggs, OS2(SW)
Pitter, and OS2
Myers, ACU 4s
most qualified
personnel for the
AADS system.
They are charged
with tracking and
directing LCAC
while keeping the
Command Ramp Safety Officer informed of the LCAC
operations. ACU 4 is currently outfitting all the LCAC craft with
an updated version of the AADS systems.
ACU 4 Ramp support is always one step ahead and ready to
complete the mission.

Lane Named in honor of Paul Larson
ecently, Captain Harrington, CO ACU 5, named the road
between hanger bays four and five Larson Lane in honor of
Paul Larson, (GSMC ret). This special recognition
acknowledges Paul’s dedication and hard work not only as an
active duty member of ACU 5, but also in recognition of his
work as both a contractor and a Government Employee for
Puget Sound Naval Shipyard. As many of you know Paul
started his Navy career at ACU 5 and retired after 20 years of
service at the command.

R

The photo to the right was taken with his father, Gaylord Larson,
(BTCM USN ret) at the dedication of Larson Lane. The Lane is
at the center of the command, where the work day begins and
ends.
It is most appropriate and fitting not only in view of Paul’s
contributions to the command, but also of his work ethic,
tremendous leadership and management style and the many
contributions to the LCAC community and this command.
In talking with Paul, his greatest inspiration and best role model
has always been found close to home in his father. Paul’s Dad
taught him and his eight siblings: “Finish what you start and do
a job right the first time.” His dad has always been about hard
work, accepting responsibility, and teaching others those same

Paul Larson, with his Dad, Gaylord, at the dedication of
Larson Lane.

responsibilities. He has taught his son well and enabled Paul to
convey those same principles throughout his Navy career and in
his current position with Puget Sound.
No doubt, Paul’s Dad has told many wonderful stories over the
years that inspired Paul towards a Navy career. It just makes
good sense that Larson Lane is at the right geographical location
- the heart and center of the ACU 5 organization.
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Little Known LCAC Facts
How well do you know your LCAC?
he current LCAC deep skirt system represents a composite of
skirt system developments, but began its evolution with the
"bag and finger" skirt system used on British Hovercraft SRN4
ferries. These craft, which began crossing the English channel in
1968, originally had a length of about 130', a beam of about 78',
and an 8' cushion height. With a cushion height/beam of about
.10’, SRN4 craft also had lateral (transverse) and longitudinal
"stability seals" that divided the air cushion into three areas
(one forward and two aft) and contributed to cushion-borne
stability. In the 1970's Bell Aerospace (Textron) installed a
similar bag and finger system on the Jeff(B) , including the lateral
and longitudinal stability seals. Later, in the 80's, Textron
installed essentially the same bag and finger system on the first
LCAC, but it wasn't long before stern finger and longitudinal
stability seal maintenance came to be recognized as "cost
drivers.”

T

Due largely to Navy experience with the SES-100A in the 1970's
(a "Surface Effect Ship" being a non-amphibious air cushion
vehicle that has sidehulls like a catamaran but has bow and stern
seals), stern seal modifications were the fist to be addressed via
planing surfaces added to the bottoms of the stern fingers.
Though the planing surfaces were perhaps a bit more susceptible
to damage from craft backing, they proved to be much more
durable for normal operations and had the added benefit of
reducing drag vs. the original stern fingers.
Addressing longitudinal stability seal maintenance turned into a
two-step process, largely due to cost considerations. Initially, the
lower lobe of the longitudinal seal was replaced with fingers,
thereby reducing maintenance but allowing the remainder of the
skirt system to be used in its as-delivered configuration.
However, as payload carrying requirements increased due to
weight growth of the main battle tank (now M1A2), it became
clear that more power and an improved skirt system would be
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required to get LCAC to cruising speed in 4'-5' waves. With
SLEP and the LCAC "deep skirt" being developed to fill that
need, the longitudinal stability seal was eliminated altogether again drawing from operational experience obtained in the 1970's
and early '80s. This time, a basic source of data was the Jeff(A)
test craft, which used "pericells" to create cushion-borne roll and
pitch restoring moments instead of a compartmented cushion.
Unlike fingers, which are formed to a "U-shape" to let air
escaping from the skirt system bag go directly into the air
cushion, the pericells were formed into an "O-shape" that would
tend to seal off and allow pressure build-up following a pitch or
roll motion. Placed around the craft periphery beneath a skirt
system bag for air distribution, the pericells therefore precluded
the need for cushion compartmentation to create roll and pitch
restoring arms/moments. Underway, however, the pericells
tended to scoop water on their back edge, thereby creating added
drag. Using model tests,Textron found that, for roll restoring at
least, a pericell effect could be created by installing inner fingers
along with outer fingers at the sides of the LCAC skirt system.
This arrangement produced the desired "O-shape" for roll
restoring moments with less drag than the pericells. Thus, on the
deep skirt system, LCAC has inner fingers along the sides and
does away with the longitudinal stability seal for
compartmentation. The lateral stability seal is retained to create
pitch restoring moments to go with the open fingers still used at
the bow and the planing fingers used at the stern.
Finally, we should note that the increase in height of the LCAC
skirt system follows the same path as SRN4 craft back in the
1970's, when they were lengthened to about 185', and refitted
with a new skirt system that increased their cushion height to
about 9'. The SRN4 hovercraft ended up with a cushion
height/beam ratio of about .12, compared to about .15 for the
LCAC deep skirt.
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by Pete Witherell, CSC Boston

ACU 4 IA

LCAC Instructor Spends Year in
Afghanistan as Security Officer
he hallowed Navy attributes of Honor, Courage, and
Commitment are displayed every day in the streets of Iraq
and mountains of Afghanistan by sailors serving on the front
lines. ACU 4 consistently provides motivated “Individual Augment” volunteers to serve, including LCAC Loadmaster Instructor BMC(SW/EXW) Marcus Robbins, who recently returned to
ACU 4 following a very successful one year tour in Afghanistan.

T

He was assigned as the Senior Enlisted Advisor, Personal
Security Officer (PSO), and Personal Recovery Officer to the
Deputy Commanding General, Regional Command South
Afghanistan. As the General’s PSO he accompanied him on over
150 combat and reconnaissance missions, acting as a human
shield between the General and the ever-present threat inherent in
a theater of war. On many of these missions the General and his
staff would meet with the local elder councils in villages, fields
and in the mountainous regions of Southern Afghanistan, building
trust, providing much needed services, establishing infrastructure
improvements, and coordinating operations between coalition
forces. In his role as Regional Command Senior Enlisted
Advisor, Chief Robbins was responsible for interfacing with over
36,000 U.S. troops and 40,000 coalition forces.
“I traveled the country visiting the troops. I would contact the
various brigades and go on combat missions at the company and
platoon level,” he said. While most of the missions were with
US Army assets, some included U.S. Navy, British, and coalition
Special Forces. Some missions included going after high value
targets and low level insurgents, IED emplacers, narcotic drug
traffickers (with DEA), and directing all missing service member
operations (DUSTWUN).
While most operations missions were combative in nature, he

BMC Robbins views maps with a member of Afghanistan’s
armed forces.

also participated in many Humanitarian Assistance missions with
USAID personnel, conducting deliveries of educational materials
to Afghanistan’s girls schools and assisting local nationals with
repairs to their farms and modern concepts of agricultural
business.
While BMC Robbins participated in over 150 combat missions he
had his vehicle hit twice by IEDs and once while on foot patrol
had an IED go off in close proximity. Thankfully he was not
seriously injured in any of these attacks. He was awarded the Defense Meritorious Service Medal for his actions while serving in
Afghanistan.
“Not all of the missions were arduous,” Chief Robbins said. “I
was also assigned to protect the New England Patriot
Cheerleaders and the Wrestling Divas while they were visiting,
and was personally requested for security by Leeann Tweeden
from FHM magazine.”
BMC Robbins will tell you that his tour of duty in Afghanistan
was very rewarding, both professionally and personally. Yes, life
was hard and dangerous. He had the opportunity to meet various
high ranking personnel and dignitaries, ranging from the Vice
President of the United States, numerous Senators, Congressmen
and Governors. He accompanied everyone from the Chairman of
the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Secretary of Defense, Secretary of the
Navy, Chief of Naval Operations, and the Commandant of the
Marine Corps just to name of few.

BMC Robbins spreads goodwill to a child from Afghanistan.

Chief Robbins said the most important people he met were the
people of Afghanistan fighting for freedom in their homeland.
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ACU 4: Meeting the Navy’s Needs
Through Total Quality Repair
he past nine months have brought about paramount changes
in maintenance philosophy and production control at ACU 4.
Beginning with the nature in which we approach craft repairs, a
focused process that encompasses all minor repairs, areas or components that are demonstrating signs of impending failure as well
as major repairs that place the craft in a Non-Mission Capable
status. Total Quality Repair is not just our new maintenance
motto, but a mission-based philosophy designed to decrease craft
down time, increase operational reliability and eliminate catastrophic failures by conducting more in depth inspections prior to
work induction. To date, the program has produced impressive
and favorable results elevating the commands Fully Mission Capable (FMC) craft to over 20 while reducing overall down time
by more than 30 percent. While the concept is easy to digest, it is
equally difficult to implement from an operational point of view.
A craft requiring major repairs is fully inspected for which a complete repair package is developed that encompasses all minor and
pending repairs as well. The craft will then require additional
down time, removing it from an available operational craft status
to a more extensive period of down time in which all repairs will
be conducted. The intended result is to produce a more reliable
FMC craft that will contribute more operational hours with fewer
repair issues over an extended period of time. Under this new
philosophy, ACU 4 expects to have no less then 27 FMC crafts by
mid summer 2010. However, it is not the number that is of a most
impressive nature as it is the establishment of a pool of fully operational craft that will allow ACU 4 to meet the most demanding
needs of the Navy.

T

It is of a most important nature that I take this opportunity to express my sincerest appreciation to the men and women that make
up the Maintenance Department at the world's finest ACU. To
note such accomplishments of major repairs and your dedicated
professionalism to our new maintenance philosophy would understate the great results you have produced as a team, so I will
simply offer a very sincere thank you for your continued and professional dedication to our organization, BZ.
LCDR Albin Pearson

R-0 DIVISION
R-0 Division is comprised of two separate divisions, Planning
and Estimating and the Technical Library. Good Planning and
Estimating procedures are essential to the ability of ACU 4 to accomplish quality maintenance that is responsive to Fleet operational requirements. R-0 personnel work collectively with our
civilian On Site Representatives (OSRs), maintenance work centers and Supply and Quality Assurance Department to determine
requirements and develop methods and schemes of action for
maintenance projects.
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The other arm of R-0 Division is the Technical Library, which is
the technical resource fulcrum of the Command. Technical resources are supplied daily for teaching classes, maintenance and
PMS, ensuring a smooth and continuous maintenance flow and
peak mission readiness.

Insert Caption Here

R-1 DIVISION
R-1 Division is headed up by LT James Bonds and HTCM Scott
Harville. Our Navy repair team is comprised of 69 Hull Technicians (HTs) and seven Civilian Welders. This team consistently
performs at the highest standards and is the hub of professionalism within ACU 4, supporting 39 LCACs. Their hard work and
dedication exceed Command mission and the Navy. The merger
of shore and sea side continues to prove beneficial as production
is really booming with a tremendous amount of experience
molded as one. The recent influx of requirements for LCAC assistance and tasking in disaster relief for the country of Haiti was
met head-on with vigor to ensure all tasks were satisfied. The
need for structural repairs to the crafts continues to increase as
the crafts are reaching or exceeding their commissioned life to
the fleet. The success of the HTs remains high with ever growing
experience and help of the corrosion team, comprised of Aviation
Structural Mechanics in identifying corrosion on each craft and
expediting repairs. They have replaced over 2,100 square feet of
plating, 1,800 feet of hatting, 1,200 feet of piping, while completing the replacement of nine deep skirts in support of craft modifications and repairs.
The Aviation Structural Mechanics (AMs) bring another set of
skills to the division by completing over 48 corrosion inspections,
refurbishing 31 doors and repairing 42 rudders for craft usage.
Our AMs have repaired 12 shaft covers, 17 bow thrusters, and
eight ball and pinions returning them to full service, contributing
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to a total cost avoidance of almost $800,000.
We would like to welcome our new Repair Officer, LT. James
Bonds and bid “Fair Winds and Following Seas” to CWO4 Mike
Garza, CWO2 Bill Hillman and HTCM Scott Harville. We recently welcomed HTC James Ulmer back from a seven month
deployment and our newest maintenance Chiefs HTC Clayton
Somers and HTC Timothy Rigsby both bringing a unique style of
leadership that will benefit the division.

R-2 DIVISION
R-2 Division consists of 63 personnel from both sea and shore
UICs. This unique combination allows the 34 sea side GSMs to
remove, replace and install various components of the craft,
while the 29 shore side GSMs conduct depot level repairs to the
removed components. This also includes preparing and training
maintenance personnel for deployment in order to cover all aspects of craft mechanical repair requirements.
Six Chief Petty Officers ensure the Maintenance Department runs
as smoothly and efficiently as possible. They work hand in hand
with our Production Officer, Repair Officer and the Maintenance
Officer to flawlessly complete all tasking.
Most notable is R-2’s right hand man, GSM1 Smith, who directs
the Controlled Work Package assignments to the correct personnel, ensuring
all steps are followed and the jobs are
completed in a timely manner. This can
prove to be a complicated task if not
managed correctly with the recent influx of GSMFNs just arriving from
Great Lakes Recruit Training Command. It is nice to have the personnel
to train in proper maintenance procedures for our future LCAC contingent.
The shore side shops consist of the Hydraulic, AC&R, MR, Lift fan, Propeller
and the Gas Turbine shop. Any one of
these shops has the capability to repair
virtually any component on the craft.
We have been utilizing a tracking program that calculates the cost avoidance
as if an outside contractor did the repairs for us. To date, we have saved the
Navy over $2,000,000 in repair costs.
This does not include the inspection of
the main gas turbine engines and auxiliary power units as these are considered
NAVSEA assets. Additionally, this
Insert Caption Here
does not include the 17,000 man-hours
invested to pull and reinstall these components.
In addition to the local operations, ACU 4 supplied five craft for
the Nassau ARG deployment and three craft for the Haiti rescue

mission with eight more craft on standby status. Not only does
this show the unity of the sea and shore side maintenance personnel, but also the working relationship between the operations and
maintenance team.
Our division continues to strive and meet the many challenges
and excel above all expectations "ABOVE AND BEYOND".

R3/4 DIVISION
R-3 Division, the electrical division at ACU 4, includes both our
Sea and Shore electrical rated Sailors. Currently there are 38
Sailors assigned and led by the shop's Leading Petty Officer,
GSE1 Ruffin. The shop is responsible for general and Intermediate Maintenance Activity (IMA) repairs for the 39 craft assigned
to the command.
The SISCAL (Shipboard Instrumentation and Systems Calibrations) team led by GSE1 Meissner and GSE1 Ross completed a
near flawless Fleet Maintenance recertification as a SISCAL
group, one of only a handful in the world composed solely of
military personnel.
For FY 09, the shop completed more than 700 minor and major
repairs to craft control and electrical distribution systems on both
Legacy and Service Life Extension Program (SLEP) crafts. The
outstanding effort and commitment
to excellence displayed by the
Sailors ensured maximum mission
accomplishment and maximum
equipment readiness.
R-4 Division. Whether it’s Tool
Issue with its increasing money saving trend or the Calibration Lab with
over 56 months of above average
numbers, this division keeps “getting
it right” and saves thousands of dollars each fiscal year. Our 2M/MTR
Team is at the forefront of innovation
and we are proud of the fact that we
have been recognized by COMNAVSURFLANT as the number one
Large Shore Command in the Atlantic Fleet. The Cableway team led
by GSE1 Thomas is also doing big
things; having conducted six inspections and made repairs to three crafts
at a cost savings of over $80,000.
M-01, Tool Issue and the Tool Control Program, led by GSE1 Stenger,
IC2 Gunn, and GSE2 Jenkins have
shown remarkable savings by restoring and assembling many of
their own supplies. They have inventoried more than 14,800
electrical and mechanical tools and safety checked over 2,600
items and appliances. Their “Repair over Replace” mentality has
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resulted in a cost avoidance of more than $100,000 this fiscal
year. They have met and surpassed the needs of four deploying
detachments including two short-notice surge deployments with
minimal planning time. Through proper training on the use of
some of our special tools, we have significantly reduced the
amount of OPTAR being spent to replace or repair tools.
We are proud of the success of the 2M/MTR and Gold Disk programs. Shop 67M, led by GSE1 Oregon, GSE2 Dasouza and
GSE2 Williams continues to be a huge cost saver for ACU 4.
Since the beginning of FY 10 to-date, 2M has repaired 31 items
and averted one CASREP incurring a cost avoidance of
$237,068. Although a significant positive trend, they continue to
strive for greater self-sufficiency and to excel in all facets. This
team has once again sustained superior performance.
FCA1, 67B and 67M provide General Purpose Electronic and
Electrical Test Equipment (GPEETE) and calibrated tools and
gages to support LCAC Plan Maintenance System (PMS) and repair. ET1 Mueller and GSE2 Pedro have documented sustained
performance in calibration readiness, ranked by COMNAVSURFLANT as Top Shore facility for five consecutive quarters with a
material readiness grade of 96 percent and 92 percent in electrical
and mechanical respectively.
R4 Division would like to welcome ET1 Addington (Perspective
Tool Issue LPO), ET2 London (2M/MTR Tech) and ET2 Bennet
(TAMS Tech) to our team. We also wish “Fair Winds and Following Seas" to GSE1 Stenger, ET1 Mueller, and ET2 Chadwick.

R-5 DIVISION
"No LCAC support without ground support". R-5 is the back
bone of ACU 4, tucked away in their own little compound. The
Ground Support Division is comprised of a small group of
sailors, 11 Aviation Support Equipment Technicians and three
Seabee Construction Mechanics with a "can do" spirit. These
professionals perform in a demanding environment with a diverse
range of tasking. Taskings that range from the scheduled maintenance and interim repair on equipment, such as portable air compressors and HMMWVs, to the massive 150 ton Marine
TRAVELIFT Hoist units valued at over $3.5 million. Our tight
knit team has proven time and time again to be an integral part of
the Command's operational readiness. R-5 has completed over
1,400 maintenance actions, while maintaining a superlative 99
percent ready-for-issue rate in support of all Atlantic Fleet
LCACs. This has resulted in flawless and timely execution of all
scheduled deployments. They worked around-the-clock operating forklifts and loading disaster relief supplies on multiple ships
for Haiti's Operation Unified Response. The Division's effective
Forklift Licensing program continues in great stride, having instructed and licensed over 100 personnel, saving the Navy over
$55,000 in training costs. They have conducted the proper
weight testing of over 50 chock bitts and handrails preventing
component failure while ensuring safety of the crafts and crew.
In all, coupled with preparation and exemplary grades received
during the 2009 FMAA inspection, the Weight Handling Equip34

ment Program is a direct reflection of the Division's adaptability
to a variety of requirements.

SLEP DIVISION
SLEP Division. ACU 4’s Field Service Life Extension Program
(SLEP) Division is comprised of 34 personnel, all active duty
with the exception of two On Site Representatives (OSR's). The
SLEP Division works in conjunction with contractors and Norfolk Ship Support Activity (NSSA) to ready an LCAC for the
Board of Inspections and Surveys (INSURV). There are several
milestones the craft must accomplish before reaching the INSURV stage. First the LCAC is placed in a pre-induction status; a
complete check of the craft, noting any discrepancies, then the
production stage begins. The LCAC is disassembled and stripped
by the contractors and assembled again to ensure all spec items of
the contract are complete. An electrical light off is next, ensuring
the shore power will connect to the bus, followed by an APU
light off, a generator test of the craft power. A main engine light
off is also required, simultaneously checking the hydraulic and
lube oil systems for accuracy. The turbines are washed, and the
props and lift fans are balanced. Finally, the last stages and major
milestones leading up to INSURV are the harbor trials and the installation of the Bleed Air Anti-Icing System (BAAS). The harbor
trails include LCAC ramp maneuvering, compass calibration, and
sea trials to ensure structural integrity and operational safety.
Once all testing is deemed successful the craft is ready for the INSURV inspection. The last LCAC to graduate from INSURV is
LCAC 69. This grade-A LCAC is the latest addition to ACU 4’s
ramp and includes upgrades such as the Craft Alarm Monitoring
System (CAMS), Full Authority Digital Electronic Control
(FADEC), Signal Interface Unit (SIU) and new ETF40B gas turbine engines. The Field SLEP Team, L3 Communications and
NSSA worked long hard hours to complete LCAC 69’s INSURV
with a 98 percent pass rate of readiness, the best score and the
fewest amount of INSURV cards ever observed.

Insert Caption Here
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“One Team, One Fight” Propels
MACU 5 to Greater Successes
ACU 5’s fully integrated maintenance practices and thorough planning in every task is the hallmark of their performance and is fully displayed in the superb quality of their
product. Along with this, through continual research and innovative approaches toward LCAC maintenance and repair, cost saving and cost avoidance initiatives, the command has done far
more within budget constraints than would otherwise be possible.
Always striving to work smartly, train well, and forecast future
needs has propelled the command to even greater successes
throughout FY 09, and provided the flexibility to meet every mission and associated contingency operation. Employing fully capable craft, swiftly, and with a high degree of reliability is our
“One Team, One Fight” concept.

M

Once again we received no discrepancies during the rigorous
safety and environmental inspections periodically conducted by
San Diego Environmental Protection Agency and Marine Corps
Base, Camp Pendleton.

terials. Here is a breakdown of the major material and labor intensive jobs:
• Four civilian welders saved the command $1.3 million dollars
in hull replacement costs. While averaging a 74 day completion
time frame versus the contractor quote of 123 days.
• Major hull repairs to LCAC 43
• Deep Skirt Modification on LCACs 14, 23, and 24
• Chock and replacement on LCAC 64
• Replaced Oily waste tanks on LCACs 09, 43, and 47
• Refurbished 32 High hats (Exhaust component) and 12 Exhaust
Collectors and maintained the Ready for Issue program used to
distribute these items to craft crew.
• Completed structural installations on seven craft for AC modifications.
• Designed and fabricated antenna mounts for improved communications on LCACs 44, 31, 73, 80 and 81.

Shop 31A
The SLEP (System Life Extension Program) that started in July
of FY 03 is continuing strongly, and consists of installing stateof-the-art C4N and C4I equipment, and four new ETF40B gas
turbine engines. ACU 5 maintenance department played a significant role in the groom and prep of all associated equipment
needed to support craft test schedules while assisting the contractor in technical and logistic support matters, systems testing, special tool requirements, and rigging services
Throughout this period, every maintenance division proved essential in maintaining a continuous repair, maintenance, and upgrade effort for the 40 LCACs stationed at ACU 5.

R-1 Division
Hull Repair, Machinery Repair shops. Documenting over 10,000
man-hours in FY 09 through a wide array of structural repairs
and manufacturing processes, a highly trained and skilled work
force was able complete all planned and emergent work with
great success.

Shop 26A
The Hull Repair Shop has been heavily tasked in repairing all
the returning craft hulls damaged during the continual landing
missions in support of Global War on Terrorism. Getting the
Marines and their heavy equipment to the beach in short order
takes a heavy toll on the crafts. Hull and Structural Division has
continued to excel. Repair material usage consisted of over
14,000 linear feet of 1/8” and 5/16” aluminum plate, 2500 lbs. to
800 lbs. of chock, 3000 ft. of wet-deck stiffeners, 300 ft. of Tbeam and structural angle consuming over 4500 lbs. of filler ma-

Our three Machinery Repair Technicians (MR2, MR3 and
MRFN) documented over 2,500 hours in providing superb machining and manufacturing services with their skills which are always in high demand. Significant work items included:
• Machined over 250 linear feet of bag bar/clamping bar replacement.
• Refurbished six chocks.
• Re-machined four gearbox housings in order to complete the lip
seal relocation AER.
• Repaired several broken bolts/screws on various LCAC components.
• Manufactured six fuel line fittings, 10 prop dome latches and 60
Teflon seals for fuel, oil and hydraulic lines for not readily available in the supply system to support LCAC mission readiness.
• Modifications to 20 DESU plates and 45 lift fan bearing housings.

R-2 Division
The Propeller/Lift Fan, Hydraulic, AC&R, and Gas Turbine Engine shops maintain outstanding support in keeping our LCACs
flying throughout the year. They cover a wide array of equipment and their timely execution of repair, testing, and manufacturing of parts and materials, while also providing engine repair
and calibration, and static/dynamic balancing for propeller and
lift fan systems make them popular and keep them very busy.

Shop 31F
Hydraulic Shop personnel spend a great deal of time manufacturing both flexible and hard lines for various fluid systems on
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LCACs, as well as overhauling hydraulic system components.
The shop installed, calibrated and made operational a new hydraulic test bench/module.
• Rebuilt and repaired 50 hydraulic rudder actuators. Typically a
depot level accomplishment.
• Manufactured and repaired 300 hard-line assemblies.
• Manufactured 400 flex hoses assemblies and 20 emergency flex
hose kits in support of operational and deploying craft and Det
WEST PAC ALPHA Sasebo, Japan.
• Inspected and certified 250 hydraulic module relief valves for
proper lift and flow rates.
• Inspected, tested, and certified 25 Halon fire suppression systems.
• Installed approved Craft Alt-420D, APU Accumulator to six
LCACs.

Shop 31T
The Engine Shop is unsurpassed in technical expertise and ability to conduct complex tasking at and beyond the IMA level,
with several jobs performed at the depot or OEM level. Comprised of a highly qualified workforce of five men with three assigned Operations Department augmentees, it yields vast results
in repair and maintenance of LCAC TF40B and T-62T-40-7 engines. With two personnel on their way out two new personnel
are on their way in. Training in Engine Inspection is more viable
right now till the two new and three assigned Operations Department augmentees, are capable in Engine Inspection by themselves. In addition to their normal shop operations, the Engine
Shop has adopted the cradle to grave concept for production.
The shop is responsible for all stages of a production evolution,
from removing all interferences, component delivery to the shop
and final craft restoration.
• Conducted 15 TF40B 1,000-hour engine inspections, and 10 T62T-40-7 APU 500-hour engine inspections.
• During routine inspection of TF40B unusual damage was found
in the 4th stage nozzle assembly prompting inspection of 160
M/E’s. Resulting in the removal and replacement of 10 TF40B.
• Removed and replaced three Gearboxes.
• Removed gearboxes to conduct NR 5, 6 and 7 bearing replacements.
• Prepared 15 engines for shipment to ATS for designation as RFI
and NRFI.
• Provided training to LCAC detachment personnel in the proper
documentation of engine service, applicable bulletins, and routine maintenance and troubleshooting skills.
• To add to the scope of 31T job expertise they were task to start
DESU upgrades to all APU’s.

Shop 38A
The Propeller and Lift Fan shops were continuously utilized to
provide in-house repair and maintenance services to all assigned
craft and in support of WPA. Taking on the most challenging
jobs, they came through with outstanding support of the LCACs
lift fan, rudder and propeller systems evaluation and repairs.
36

Propeller Shop
• Completed 103 Formal Work Packages. Rebuilt 29 propeller
blade assemblies (four blades each) and refurbished three propeller assemblies for deployed Pack-Up Kit (PUK), assembled
10 new propeller blade assemblies and 12 rudder bearing replacements.
• Repaired and replaced five propeller carbon seal assemblies.
• Conducted polyurethane and propeller edge guard repairs to 12
propeller assemblies.
• Overhauled three propeller support shaft assemblies and emergent repair for two propeller assemblies for LCAC pre-deployment work-ups.

Lift Fan Shop
• Accomplished 10 lift fan bearing replacements.
• Reconditioned and installed 10 lift fan shaft assemblies IAW
AER-391A.
• Performed balance procedure for 29 LCAC lift fan assemblies.
• Performed balance procedure for 42 LCAC propeller assemblies.
• Performed seven in shop dynamic balances.
• Manufactured four lift fan assemblies from scratch for Ready
for Issue pool.
• Provided valuable training to LCAC detachment personnel on
lift fan, propeller, and rudder repair procedures to include: training to designated personnel on propeller and lift fan balancing
using state-of-the-art testing equipment.

Shop 56B
AC&R technicians possessing a highly visible and much-in-demand skill were continually supportive in maintaining inherently
high failure prone LCAC air conditioning units due to the routine
high ambient temperatures and exposure to salt spray intrusion to
electrical equipment components and overall corrosion deterioration. Their ability to quickly repair damaged AC units and train
LCAC detachment personnel in the proper maintenance of this
equipment has significantly decreased craft downtime, as evident
in the significantly reduced AC casualties.
• Repaired 12 starboard (51K BTU) and 27 snowbird (33K BTU)
LCAC air conditioning units.
• Repaired and overhauled eight air conditioning units for
WESTPAC ALFA DET craft.
• Increased the air conditioning unit Ready for Issue pool from
97 percent to 99 percent.
• Troubleshot and repaired 18 air conditioning unit control boxes
instead of continuing to do change-outs, saving over $250,000.

R-3 Division
This division is comprised of three work centers under one roof,
providing electrical troubleshooting and repair (shop code-51B:
Electrical Repair Shop), mechanical calibration (shop code 96AMETCAL: Metrology and Calibration), and craft instrumentation
and calibration (shop code 96B-SISCAL: Shipboard Instrumentation and Systems Calibration) to all 39 LCACs. There are continuous challenges in maintaining LCAC power generation and
distribution systems, electrical cabling and connectors, equip-
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ment instrumentations and systems calibrations, alarm, control
and monitoring systems, but the Gas Turbine System Technician
– Electrical (GSE’s) are always up to the task. Their proactive
approach in meeting these responsibilities head on is expressed
in the following summary:
• Completed the troubleshooting, refurbishing and repair of
LCAC 81 IS Switchboard, saving the command $55,000 of repair cost.
• Completed fabrication of six port and starboard propeller cables.
• Completed troubleshooting and repair of LCAC 62’s 400 Hz
Electrical plant issues.
• Re-certified SISCAL team conducted by Southwest Regional
Maintenance Command (SWRMC).
• Re-certified METCAL team conducted by Southwest Regional
Maintenance Command (SWRMC).
• Coordinated and processed 145 standards and non-standards
test equipments for Command METCAL. Calibrated over 95
torque wrenches saving $5,000 of calibration cost.
• Conducted 10 Auxiliary Power Unit 500 Hours maintenance
check and eight APU’s electrical harness modification.
• Completed SISCAL on nine crafts with a total of 1,377 calibration line items. Tested and calibrated a total of 68 various gauges,
46 ECB Fuel Cards, and 195 different switches.

nance, 12 short cords used by craft crew for communications, six
splitters and six antenna modifications. This ensured good communications between all LCAC personnel and external stations.
• Performed communications circuit grooms on eight craft,
which entailed the complete testing of the UHF, VHF and HF external communications systems, four Internal Voice Communications Units, six Command Control Units and the
Man-On-the-Move mobile communication unit. Additionally
they tested navigational systems, including the High Speed Velocity Log, Global Positioning System, and the craft RADAR
system.
• Troubleshooting and repairing installed systems is an everyday
occurrence for the craft in the salt spray environment. General repairs included the troubleshooting and repair of 17 smoke detectors, six Communication Control Units, eight RDUs, one HF
Fanlite antenna and various antenna cable repairs.

R-6 Division
Planning & Estimating is the life force to a repair facility. Nothing will be repaired and no parts will be ordered without their
dedicated effort put forth by the planning division. Over the last
year, the Maintenance Department’s Planning & Estimating
(P&E) planned, tracked and logged 1,500 Controlled Work Packages and over 2,000 Formal Work Packages at the same time
managing a budget of 3,000,000 dollars for parts and other maintenance items.

R-4 Division
The Electronics Repair Shop continued their excellence in maintenance and repair of C3N / C3I systems on all assigned LCACs.
They also garnered wide recognition for their prowess in the
electronics repair field as evidenced in these highlights and accomplishments:

R-7 Division

• Provided 294 man hours completing 98 2M miniature and
micro-miniature repair jobs, saving the command $91,402. Four
personnel attended the 2M Micro-Miniature Re-certification
course and four other personnel attended the Module-Test and
Repair (MTR) course, in San Diego, ensuring ACU 5’s ability to
continue the efforts of repairing faulted equipment is maintained.
The 2M Laboratory also completed the 2M Recertification inspection, inventorying and verifying proper working order of all
equipment and 2M materials. To ensure a safe work environment, the shop also qualified and re-qualified all members in
CPR.
• Technology is always advancing and the crafts keep pace with
these advancements through continual craft alterations and upgrades, keeping up with communications systems and navigations systems to maintain worldwide operations. The following
alterations were installed: HF Longwire (C/A 424D) on two
crafts; and IVCU enclosures (C/A 268D) on three crafts. Personnel were trained on the proper installation techniques which allowed further modifications to the crafts to be done locally and
quickly.
• Locally manufactured and fabricated LCAC specific equipment, such as the 45 long cords used by the Load Masters and
the Deck Mechanics for proper load distribution and mainte-

Shop 64A/ 71B

Non-Destructive Testing, Quality Assurance, Corrosion Control
and Carpentry Shop. Provide assistance to production shops and
Detachments ensuring only Quality repairs are performed maximizing the life of craft.

Corrosion Control performed visual inspections for early corrosion detection, cracks and metal fatigued areas that were in need
of repair on all LCACs assigned to ACU 5. They also conducted
repairs to the Shrouds, Rudders, Stators and various other structures throughout the craft.
• Completed 76 Corrosion Control inspections expending 4,500
man-hours.
• Conducted sheet metal repairs to 11 rudders, saving $375,000
in replacement costs.
• Conducted structural repairs to three stators, saving over
$350,000 in replacement costs.
• Conducted minor fiberglass repair to prop shaft covers and bow
thrusters.
• Conducted structural repairs to three prop shrouds.
• Conducted structural repairs to eight Command Modules.

Shop 93A
Non-Destructive Testing performing Visual and Dye Penetrant
testing ensuring only sound repairs and welds are performed on
the craft.
• Maintains weld records for 57 qualified welders at command,
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ensuring welding processes are documented to establish the qualification level of each welder.
• Conducted 650 inspections for repairs to the hull structure, craft
side restraints, chock and mooring bit, equipment installation,
and piping.
• Qualified 32 welders through interaction and strict compliance
to procedure.

• Photographed 186 separate events in the past year for ACU 5,
taking 13,322 photographs in the process.
• Developed a ACU 5 specific training video for use during command indoc to familiarize new personnel of risks associated with
LCACs
• Supports the command through photographic inputs to the local
news media and ON Cushion magazine ensuring that ACU 5 is
represented.

Shop 93B
Quality Assurance Office reviewed all Controlled Work Packages
for thoroughness prior to opening and ensured proper documentation and testing was complete for all final repairs.

Confined Space program Manager

• Conducted indoctrination training for 40 QM Craftsman.
• Administered tests to qualified QAI and QAS personnel insuring they maintained proficiency. Conducts on site surveys to ensuring work is being accomplished IAW JFMM.

• Conducts training and Qualification of ACU 5 Navy competent
personnel to include annual refresher training and monthly training.
• Provide Oversight and surveillances on gas free operations on
board LCACs, ensuring safe operations are maintained at all
times.
• Supervises the opening of IDLH spaces on board LCACs and
acts as a liaison support for the Civilian Gas Free Engineer.
LCDR Miranda

Command Photographer
Supports command morale and documents casualties on the compound and in the Local area for ACU 5.

Manages the Confined Space (Gas Free) Program, supervising
the day to day operations on board the craft.

An LCAC from ACU 5 moves past Mount Suribachi on its way to deliver personnel and equipment to Iwo To, Japan.
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West Pac Alfa

West Pac Alfa Preserves the Present
While Planning for the Future
est Pac Alfa (WPA) have found a way to do more with less
while focusing on the future opening of Yokose LCAC
Base in Sasebo, Japan, while continually supporting the needs of
CPR11, CTF76, and Seventh Fleet tasking. Currently we have
LCACs 08, 10, 21, 29, 52, 57, and 58 at Sakibe, Japan. We are
focused and ready to deploy all craft within 48 hours to support
the 31st MEU, HADR, NEO, bilateral training exercises, and real
world tasking. These LCACs and crew demonstrate daily they
are the tip of the sword!

W

The last mission for the patrol was KITP Korea. The LCACs
were part of the annual exercise that incorporates Korean AAV
with US AAV and LCACs to demonstrate the potential of a combined Amphibious landing.
This was a very successful deployment that ended with transferring 4,440 tons of equipment and 588 paxs. They had no mishaps
or injuries.

SPRING PATROL 10
Ships home based in Sasebo need LCACs for inspections, training, and welldeck certifications and ACU 5 LCACs and crew
support all requests. From the time we receive our tasking from
CPR11 and CTF76 we are focused on communicating and completing the mission safely. We’ve proven in the past year to support all Ship’s INSURV and NBG requirements safely and
efficiently, which helped Seventh Fleet and the Navy complete
their mission.
Forward thinking and proper preparation is needed for a successful patrol in this AOR. WPA operates two to three craft during
Spring Patrol, Fall Patrol and the Talisman Saber exercise with
the Australian Military, which is conducted every other year during the summer months, not to mention CAROT. From October
2009 till present we’ve been part of CPR11 and CTF76 Fall Patrol 09, Spring Patrol 10, Transpotex 09, 65th Iwo Jima Commemoration, and preparing for the Fall Patrol 10.

FALL PATROL 09
Fall Patrol lasted from September to the beginning of December.
Lead by OIC LT Prudencio and AOIC GSCS Williams deployed
with LCAC 57 Craftmaster QMC McNall and LCAC 58 Craftmaster GSMC Monsalud onboard the USS Harpers Ferry (LSD49). Maintenance and repair detachment was lead by GSEC
Anderson.
The patrol started with picking up the 31st MEU in Okinawa and
conducting Blue/Green SOCCEX in Balikatan, Philippines. Upon
completion of the training the LCACs were deployed to Lingayen
Gulf, Philippines to support the real world HADR. Not only
were the LCACs used to move relief supplies to the beach, but
GSE1 Loyola from the maintenance detachment was a primary
interpreter for US forces and greatly assisted in completing the
mission. After leaving Lingayen Gulf the LCACs landed for the
first time in Princesa Palawan, Philippines.
With a slight change of weather the craft headed north to Okinawa to conduct bilateral training with the Landing Ship Division
One, JMSDF LCAC. The training was valuable and laid the
foundation for Transpotex 09 scheduled for January 2010.

Spring Patrol was led by OIC ENS Scott and LCPO OSCS Burt
with LCACs 21 and 29 onboard the USS Harpers Ferry (LSD-49)
and spent a short period of time cross decked to the USS Essex
(LHD-2).
The patrol started with picking up the 31st MEU in Okinawa and
conducting Blue/Green SOCCEX in Okinawa Japan. Certifying
the 31st MEU the ARG headed south to commence Cobra Gold.
Cobra Gold is an annual training event conducted with Thailand
military and gives our LCACs the opportunity to land on the
beaches and eventually go on liberty.
After a successful Cobra Gold the ships headed north to the
Philippines to start the CTF-76 exercise Balikatan. This was another opportunity to work with the Philippines and support the
31st MEU. During this period of time our detachment had to
cross deck to the USS Essex (LHD-2). Prior to heading back to
Okinawa the detachment moved again to the USS Harpers Ferry
to complete the offload of the MEU and return to homeport.
This was a successful deployment that ended with transferring
3,900 tons of equipment and 595 paxs.

TRANSPOTEX 09
Transpotex 09 is a bilateral LCAC and Amphibious Exercise coordinated by CTF-76, Landing Ship Division One and Japanese
Self Defense Force in Kure, Japan. The Annual exercise was
scheduled from 26 to 28 January to focus on cross training, communication, tactical maneuvering, and final execution. Although
this exercise is conducted within our fiscal year, this exercise
took place within the Japanese Government 2009 fiscal year.
This years Transpotex took months to plan prior to the first event.
This exercise that was once scheduled yearly but due to AOR
commitments there was a three year break. The return of Transpotex is welcomed with open arms and it is an outstanding experience to work with the Japanese LCAC force and Amphibious
ships. BZ goes out to OSCS Wyatt for dedicating time to communicate with JMSDF LCAC Craft masters prior to the final
planning conference held in Kure, Japan.
26 and 27 January was packed full of events to include WPA fa-
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cility training brief conducted by OSCS Wyatt on SLEP craft and
that gave the 60 JMSDF LCAC maintenance crews time to walk
around a SLEP craft. Work shops were conducted with GSE and
GSM ratings on the SLEP upgrades.
28 January LCAC 10 Craftmaster, OSCS Wyatt and LCAC 58
Craftmaster, GSCS Williams entered the welldeck of the USS
Tortuga (LSD-46). With USS Tortuga (LSD-46) and JDS Ohsumi
(LST 4001) carrying LCAC 01 and LCAC 02, JDS Kunisaki
(LST 4003) carried LCAC 05 and LCAC 06 to rendezvous and
commenced Transpotex 09. The exercise was broken into three
phases. Phase one was LCAC Cross Deck, phase two was LCAC
tactical maneuvering, and phase three was a PHOTOEX to include ships and LCAC. All phases of this exercise were executed
with precision and smoothness.
WPA is looking forward to the next years Transpotex and plan to
include a real beach landing. Our relations with the Japanese
LCAC community are strong and greatly appreciated!

65th COMMEMORATION OF
THE INVASION OF IWO JIMA
In February LCAC 57 and LCAC 58 were deployed to Iwo Jima
aboard the USS Tortuga for the 65th Commemoration of the Invasion of Iwo Jima. Under the leadership of GSCS (SW)
Williams and QMC (SW) McNall, the crafts and crews performed flawlessly, receiving high praise from the Operational
Commander and commemoration participants. In Okinawa
LCAC 57 had the rare opportunity to load 13 Marine Corps vans
for transport and use by the VIP’s
during the visit to Iwo Jima. This
required huge flexibility and ingenuity of the Detachment Maintenance Team. Prior to deploying
our WPA repair team headed by
HT2 Tharp designed and fabricated ramp extensions that prevented the vans from bottoming out when loading and offloading.
Working closely with the Marines, the Loadmaster for LCAC 57,
BMSN Erhard, located tie-down points on the vans that also prevented them from being damaged in transit.
Once the ship arrived in the vicinity of Iwo Jima, the operation
commenced non-stop and the Detachment offloaded the entire
ship in one day. They spent the following week supporting the
Marines ashore transporting “Hot Chow” to the beach twice a
day and removing the trash back to the ship. They also transported over 80 percent of the ships crew to the beach at various
times for tours and support of the commemoration.

FALL PATROL 10
LCAC 57 and 58 are scheduled for Fall Patrol 10 onboard the
USS Harpers Ferry (LSD-49). OIC will be ENS Scott with GSCS
Moreau, Craftmaster for LCAC 58, and QMC McNall, Craftmaster for LCAC 57. They will be backed by GSEC Anderson’s
maintenance team.

YOKOSE FACILITY
Yokose LCAC Facility is a massive undertaking, supported by
Japanese Government funds and is being coordinated through
many agencies. The facility is coming close to becoming
fruition. Equipment and manpower needs are being coordinated
through Naval channels. Commanding Office ACU 5 is leading
the organization that will ultimately make for a smooth turnover
of the base to the United States Government.
LCAC history in Japan started when the USS Germantown
(LSD-42) stationed in Sasebo carried three LCACs and crew to
support CTF-76 needs. In 1995, the development of the Sakibe
ACU 5 compound began and noise monitoring commenced by
the Sasebo City agency. Sasebo City requested that the Government of Japan (GOJ) eliminate the noise problem of the LCACs.
In 1998, GOJ selected Yokose POL Depot as the future site. In
1999, Capt Rosenberg, ACU 5 Commanding Officer, approved
the project site and scope of work to a scale downed version of
Camp Pendleton with space for 12 LCACs, two hush houses,
maintenance, warehouse, fueling and training facilities, and a
utility plant.
In 2005, landfill for the construction site began and in 2006
the facility design was initiated.
Currently the final settling of
the land is in progress and final
facility designs that needed
changes are being purposed to the GOJ.

Forward thinking and proper
preparation is needed for a
successful patrol in this AOR.

The beach and CLZ was a challenge in itself. A 200 yard deep 6
percent grade to the CLS required the Crews to go feet dry at 25
knots. Both Craft safely and efficiently transported 1,080 personnel and over 1,000 tons of cargo. On the final day of the backload, the crews of both craft got a chance to tour the historic
island and meet many of the battle survivors. This trip was a resounding success and a true testament of the pride and professionalism of ACU 5 Detachment Westpac Alfa.
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Testing of the hush house and is scheduled for February 2012 to
include the maintenance bay. Yokose LCAC base will be fully
functional for LCAC operations to include a new Department of
Defense Fire Station and Security building. Yokose will be
manned and ready to operate 24 hours a day like Camp Pendleton
by March 2013.

KURE FMT
Detachment Western Pacific LCAC crew members conduct night
proficiency Training in Etajima, Japan at the Japan Maritime Self
Defense Force Full Motion Trainer (FMT).
The sailors of Detachment WPA are currently unable to attain
night proficiency hours due to strict noise restrictions in Sasebo,
Japan. Crew members assigned to ACU 5’s Forward Deployed
Detachment currently submit quarterly proficiency waivers due
to the lack of night time operating hours when not deployed. The
operating hours for LCAC forward deployed in Sasebo, Japan are
Tuesday and Thursday between the hours of 1300 and 1600.
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Sailors observe Landing Craft Air Cushion (LCAC) 29, assigned to Assault Craft Unit (ACU) 5, as it enters the well
deck of the amphibious dock landing ship USS Harpers Ferry (LSD 49).

On the 23rd of February, Sailors from Detachment WPA departed
Sasebo and proceeded four hours north to MCAS Iwakuni for
lodging. The following morning the crews set out for a one hour
van ride to the Port of Hiroshima, Japan. There, all crewmembers
boarded a ferry for a 20 minute water taxi transfer to Etajima Island. Upon arrival at Etajima Ferry Terminal, the U.S. LCAC
crewmembers were met by the JMSDF LCAC Training Department.

bers are 10 hours day and 10 hours night. The recent request
change for ACU 5 Detachment WPA crewmembers will be 16
hours a day onboard craft and 4 hours a night in JMSDF Full
Motion Trainer. This will be a huge milestone and definite improvement to the current readiness and improvement for
crewmembers assigned to ACU 5 Detachment WPA. None of the
above would have been possible without the direct help of LCDR
Sasagawa, LT. Ina and LT. Fujita for making all this possible.

The crewmembers arrived at the JSMSDF LCAC Facility and
conducted a brief on the JMSDF Full Motion Trainer. The
crewmembers were allowed to attain eight hours of training for
each crewmember. The JMSDF FMT is very similar to the U.S.
FMT. The largest difference between the two trainers is at the
Navigator position. Drill packages conducted for Navigators
have to be simulated by LCAC Casualty Control Training Team.
Navigators are still able to conduct collision avoidance and navigation runs in the JMSDF FMT.

WPA STEP UP FOR SAFETY

Upon completion and follow up meetings with the JMSDF
LCAC Training Department, the Sailors of ACU 5 Detachment
WPA will now be able to use the JMSDF FMT once a quarter.
This will allow each starboard cabin crewmember assigned to
achieve eight hours night proficiency while not deployed. The
current proficiency requirements for LCAC starboard crewmem-

WPA has aligned to Camp Pendleton Safety standards and Safety
goals. GM1 Thomas, WPA Safety Officer completes daily walkthroughs and enforces vehicle, noise, and PPE standards.
Starting summer of 2009 WPA has been focused on finding
weaknesses in our safety practices. Since our push for excellence has begun there have been many hours of dedication to
complete Safety Postings of our STEP UP FOR SAFETY, PPE,
and command focus board located throughout the command.
WPA demonstrates daily with PPE and hearing protection on
their body all times while on the apron and goes the extra mile to
reduce duty mishaps. Our goal is to operate safely with no loss to
personnel or equipment.
LT D’Agostino
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ACU 4 LCACs Participate in OPS from
Haiti to the Gulf of Mexico

Local Haitian children stand in front of an LCAC from ACU 4 as Sailors return from a community relations project.

“NON SIBI SED PATRIAE”: Not For Self But For Country
he sailors of the ACU 4 Operations Department have consistently demonstrated not only the ability, but also the determination, to answer the call of duty and accomplish the mission.
From surging a detachment in response to the humanitarian crisis
in Haiti to embarking in all the ships of an ARG for deployment.
They have worked tirelessly to meet all the challenges of providing LCAC ready for tasking in an uncertain world. They are true
professionals dedicated to the service of this great nation and represent the best in our Navy.

T

“NON SIBI SED PATRIAE”:
Not For Self But For Country
Detachment Haiti
Detachment Haiti deployed with the Amphibious Response Force
(ARF) in support of Operation Unified Response on 14 Jan 2010.
Within 36 hours of being notified, crafts 27, 50, and 71 embarked
aboard the USS BATAAN (LHD 5) with 15 crew members and
12 maintenance personnel. The 22nd MEU came aboard in
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Moorehead City, NC and the ARF proceeded to the waters off the
coast of Haiti. This particular mission was to provide crucial
support for the life saving efforts of thousands of Haitians after
the devastating earthquake on 12 Jan 2010.
Operations for Detachment Haiti concentrated in the
geographical area of Grand Goave, 30 miles west of the capital
city of Port Au Prince.
The Detachment performed 28 emergency medical missions to
the USS BATAAN (LHD 5) which made the difference in saving
the lives of many Haitians. Craftmasters DCCS (SW/AW)
Klimko, OSC (SW/AW) Hay, and QMC (SW/AW) Balog worked
directly with United States Public Health Service (USPHS) and
Senior Fleet Surgical Team Staff members on a daily basis to
ensure mobile medical teams and medical cargo made it ashore.
These missions provided critical care and medicine to over 6,400
people.
Fully supporting the BATAAN's Sailors Ashore Mission (SAM),
the detachment flew 94 missions with over 700 hours of
operation in support of the rescue and rebuilding phase efforts for
thousands of Grand Goave residents. Over 3,600 tons of
Humanitarian Assistance/Disaster Relief Cargo and over 3,000
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personnel were delivered ashore providing relief assistance to
Life Line Mission, Heart to Heart Orphanage, and Mission of
Hope, and bringing security and support to the region by
establishing a caring American presence. These missions included removing over 150 tons of rubble from road ways
servicing the township and ministries, provided 60,000
Humanitarian Assistant meals, and building 65 shelters for
130 families. Additionally, through daily flights for the Fleet
Surgical Team into Grand Goave, a triage unit was established
that serviced 850 local residents, 37 of which were medically
evacuated to the USNS Comfort for critical care.

Detachment Alpha
USS BATAAN (LHD 5)
Detachment Alpha, led by CWO2 Alberto Lucario (OIC) and
QMCS (SW/AW) Kris Silvey, embarked LCAC 71, 78, and 88
aboard USS BATAAN (LHD 5) in May 2009 and deployed with
the BATARG/22nd MEU.
During the deployment, the Detachment enjoyed several
port visits and participated in numerous exercises, including
Operation Bright Star. Detachment Alpha performed flawlessly,
safely, and professionally in keeping with true ACU 4 standards.
They returned with 100 percent completion of both Surface and
Aviation Warfare Qualifications. In addition, several personnel

completed numerous college credits and pinned Anchors on
GSEC(SW/AW) Mark Jernigan. While conducting sustainment
operations with the Marines of the 22nd MEU in Kuwait, a
number of the Detachment Maintenance and Craft Crew personnel also participated in and won sporting events, including
basketball and tug-of-war competitions at the Kuwaiti Naval
Base.
The Detachment operated over 350 hours, transferred in excess of
5,000 tons of equipment/cargo and carried approximately 2,800
passengers to and from the beaches. They returned home to their
families on 8 Dec 2009. Since returning, they have enjoyed
seeing one of their own, QM1(SW/AW) Eric Kaijankoski finish
Officer Candidate School and earn his commission.
ENS Kaijankoski is now headed to the USS MITSCHER as a
Division Officer. Just as the Detachment motto reads,
AUDACES FORTUNA LUVAT “Fortune Favors the Bold” is a
testament to the great things that these courageous men and
women do while supporting and defending this great nation.

Detachment Bravo
The NASSAU Amphibious Ready Group, which is comprised of
the USS NASSAU (LHA 4), USS ASHLAND (LSD 48), and
USS MESA VERDE (LPD 19), deployed on 17 Jan 2010. It was
not your typical ARG Deployment.

Marines conduct an amphibious assault demonstration during exercise Bright Star 2009.
the LCAC bulletin
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LCAC 87 comes ashore during one of ACU 4’s yearly operations with the NASSAU ARG.

Detachment Bravo broke new ground for ACU 4 by embarking
LCAC on all three amphibs of the ARG, demonstrating the
flexibility and capabilities of craft and crew. This is an unusual
arrangement because ACU 4 does not normally deploy LCAC on
LHAs with LCUs embarked. As the NASSAU ARG set sail for
their regularly scheduled deployment, the crisis in Haiti became
the dominating headline. The entire Readiness Group diverted
from their original schedule in order to support ongoing relief
efforts as part of Operation UNIFIED RESPONSE. In all, the
crews performed brilliantly meeting the mission by
overcoming the challenges of this unusual craft loadout
configuration and the extremely dynamic schedule. Currently
they are still deployed operating in the 5th Fleet AOR conducting
theater security operations.

Detachment Mike
The motivated Sailors of Detachment Mike go “Above and
Beyond” every day. These Sailors got underway in April to
represent the LCAC community as part of the Amphibious
Navy’s presence during the most recent Broward County Navy
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Days Fleet Week in Fort Lauderdale, FL. The detachment
embarked in USS IWO JIMA (LHD 7) with LCACs 54 and 69
along with over 30 personnel. Crewmembers gave tours to local
residents, detailing the function and purpose of the LCAC
program, and its integration into the Navy-Marine Corps mission.
This event also gave an opportunity to experience Fort
Lauderdale, its people, and culture, while acting as a shining
beacon for both ACU4 and the Navy.
In keeping with the Navy Motto of “A Global Force for Good,”
Detachment Mike provided Sailors and LCACs 46, 50, and 71 in
response to the oil spill crisis in the Gulf of Mexico. Detachment
Mike flawlessly answered the call by preparing the craft and crew
to get underway in less than 48 hours. Though the surge
detachment returned within the week, their dedication and rapid
deployment capability demonstrated the high level of readiness
maintained by the Sailors of Detachment Mike.
Detachment Mike continues to be the workhorse of ACU 4 in
support of the command’s 100 percent mission accomplishment.
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ACU 5 Deployers Fly Around World
for Amphibious Ready Group
Missions
elcome to yet another year of fun filled LCAC’n! The Operations Department, led by BMCM CASS, Assistant Operations Officer, and BMCM Grgetich, Operations LCPO, have
conducted more than 535 missions totaling just about 2,000 operating hours since the last issue. 252 of those missions were training missions supporting EWTGPAC and Advanced Qualification
Training (AQT). The Craft Control division, led by ACU 5’s first
dedicated Communications Officer, OSC Rogers, have made
drastic changes like enhancing communications, improving
morale in developing mission boards, collecting data, and reducing the risk of safety mishaps with more visibility and enforcing
standards. Concentrating on Exercise “DAWN BLITZ”, the Ops
Department is about to accomplish an 18 craft Amphibious Landing, a feat of which has not been accomplished in nine years.
From E-1 to E-9, the whole Team is excited and looking forward
to making this happen. Most certainly, a lot of hard long hours
went into getting craft to a Full Mission Capable Status in order
to support. RFT!!

team of HT’s assigned to the deploying Det Bravo. His team consists of HT2 Perez, HT3 Shepherd, HT3 Watts, and HT3 Borja.
They have completed all their work ups and are looking forward
to their upcoming deployment in May.

R-Division

R-Div. said farewell to the following personnel: HTC Lelesch,
HT2 Brown, HT2 Beckwith, HT2 Murphy, HT3 Tang, HT3 Trya,
HTFN Manwhiney, HT3 Staffier and HT2 Fitzgerald.

W

Over the last year, the Ops Department established a new concept
for structural welding repairs by creating the Repair Division.
The entire department of HT’s were pulled out of Detachments to
make up a massive repair shop to tackle all welding repairs on
operational crafts. This event has allowed the Operations welders
to complete all repairs outside of Availabilities and ensures R-1
(26A) can concentrate on those available jobs.
The Operations Maintenance Officer is the acting Division Officer and the rest of the division is made up of one HTCS, three
HTC’s, six HT1’s and 33 junior personnel. Besides completing
structural repairs, they also support the DETs with the occasional
flexible skirt repairs and preparation for Corrosion Control Inspections (CCI). Over 370 total work packages were completed
in nine months. The structural repairs included more than 30 inserts, nine handrail modifications, 200 BMR’s and multiple fuel
tank repairs.
Recently, the division manned up a six man repair team (led by
HTC Merriman, HT1 Aufendamp, HT3 Molina, HT3 Pena,
HTFN Schulzkump and program welder Mike Reynolds) for repairs needed by WESTPAC Alpha on LCAC 21’s Line Handling
station and LCAC 29’s crush box. The team completed these
depot level repairs in an incredible three weeks with no rework
and zero personnel injuries.
HT1 Aguila, the acting Maintenance Chief, is heading up the
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Det. Foxtrot just returned from a successful seven month deployment. Most of the HT’s returned wearing newly earned warfare
pins. HTC Burdett, Maintenance Chief, lead the efforts of numerous repairs during the deployment. The team also consists of
HT1 Hughs, HT2 Fitzgerald, HT2 Brown, HT2 Huf, HT3 Semler,
and HT3 Najara.
The division had one JSOY (HT3 Wimberly), a JSOQ (HT3
Shepherd) and a BJOQ (HTFN Loepke). The personnel in the division are very competitive and strive to become outstanding
sailors. They all have gained valuable knowledge in ship fitting
and welding skills ensuring that operations department had the
best qualified personnel for all structural repairs.

Detachment BRAVO
At ACU 5, Detachment Bravo just completed all pre-deployment
exercises and they are geared up for WESTPAC 2010 deployment. They are paired up with Detachment Delta from NBG-1.
With the PELARG only taking two LCACs, it is sure to be a
challenging deployment but, one they are ready to face.
Captain Harrington of ACU 5 has reestablished a unit level Final
Evaluation Problem (FEP) that composed of missions the Detachment may face on deployment. The FEP covered a week long
scenario with 53 craft crew and supporting maintenance personnel. The scenario ranged from formation navigation runs to the
assembly and disassembly of the Personnel Transport Module
(PTM). Everyone involved stayed on the ACU 5 compound in a
makeshift berthing with meals provided by the galley or Meal
Ready to Eat (MRE). The detachment effectively utilized its man
power and available resources to complete all tasked missions.
Achieving all goals bounded the detachment Sailors with a solid
teamwork attitude.
Now working with the USS Pearl Harbor as part of the Peleliu
Amphibious Ready Group (PELARG) and 15th MEU, the LCAC
team is doing an outstanding job once again. Integrating with
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Ship’s crew they do more than just blend into the Ship’s routine.
The Detachment ET’s have assisted with issues ranging from the
Fleet’s new Amphibious Assault Direction System (AADS) for
blue force tracking to running cable for SIPER/ NIPER in multiple spaces on the Ship. The HT’s are getting around as well helping out with everything metal and more. Everyone got involved
when transferring over 5,000 parts from USS Peleliu to USS
Pearl Harbor so that the parts are where they need to be to make
necessary repairs.
With a high operations tempo for the work-ups and repairs to the
craft between missions, the Sailors still make the time to get
ESWS signed, and participate in other ship board activities such
as the MWR, cruise book, and heritage committees. One of the
larger contributions to the Ship has been HMC Murphy who has
stepped in as the Medical Department LCPO. With all that ACU
5 and BMU-1 personnel have done, they too have got all the assistance they needed from personnel onboard the USS Pearl Harbor.
CDR David Guluzian, Captain of the USS Pearl Harbor has recognized some of the hard work ACU 5 Sailors have done to ensure LCAC 73 and LCAC 31 remain in a FMC status.
Sometimes, it’s a word on the 1MC or a coin slipped in your
hand with a shake. With all the achievements in just the few
months before deploying, the ACU 5 and BMU-1 Sailors are sure
to continue to standout during their deployment. Like every team
after practice, the warm up is over and it’s time to go play ball.
They Deployed on May 20th.

Detachment CHARLIE
Det Charlie, conducted operations in January and February of
2010 in support of Exercise Iron Fist 2010. This exercise included Expeditionary Strike Group 3, I Marine Expeditionary
Force elements, USS New Orleans and the Kyushu-based Japanese Ground Self defense Force (JGSDF).
LCAC 42 and LCAC 65 conducted amphibious operation training with JGSDF infantrymen and USS New Orleans welldeck
personnel. The Exercise included several rehearsal beach assaults
which involved simultaneous beach landings. The crux of the
training was the final beach assault where I MEF and JGSDF
forces secured the beach and advanced inland to fortify a high
value position. BMC Jones stated, “This was an excellent opportunity to provide training and improve international relations
with foreign militaries.” The Det was involved with teaching the
JGSDF about amphibious assault tactics, loading and securing
vehicles on LCAC, installing the PTM, and building missions
from the ground up. The exercise lasted five days and was a total
success.
USS New Orleans embarked LCAC 42 and LCAC 65. Crew
members for LCAC 42 were STGC Crafton, GSM2 Rubiano,
OS2 Bentley, BM3 Earhardt, GSM3 Sanchez and GSMFR Gudmundson. Crew members for LCAC 65 were BMC Jones, EM2
Crafton, QM1 McLain, BMSN Worthington, GSMFN Hall and
GSEFN Ju.

“Ex Undas Ad Victorium” is the motto of Det Charlie, which
means “From the waves to victory”. Victory is what Det Charlie
is getting ready for, with their deployment less than 8 months
away.

Detachment DELTA
Since the last issue of “On Cushion”, many changes have been
happening within Ops Department and Detachment Delta specifically. The following personnel have newly reported to the com-

“EX UNDAS AD VICTORIUM”
is the motto of Det Charlie,
which means “From the waves
tovictory”.
mand and the detachment: ENS Aguirre, AOCS Allen, OS1
Groves, QM2 Young, GSM2 Surber, GSM3 Dunlap, GSMFN
White and GSMFN Lang. With all of the new arriving personnel, and the high tempo operations, Dawn Blitz 2010 is on the
horizon, which the detachment is very excited about. We recently received LCAC 23 and LCAC 79 out of Fleet Modernization Program and have been supporting EWTGPAC and AQT
missions with focus on keeping our craft Ready for Tasking
(RFT). The Detachment is also gearing up for the upcoming 3M
assessment this coming June, and is preparing for our manning
levels to increase once the detachment is fully stood up. Recently, GSM3 Nostratus was awarded a spot NAM from the C.O.
because of her hard work and diligence, bringing LCAC 23 Full
Mission Capable, and helping with LCAC 44 Skirt System replacement.
Detachment is moving forward and ready for another challenge,
upcoming training cycle, and work-ups are just around the corner. The craft and the crews are ready to step up and come up on
cushion when called for duty.

Detachment ECHO
After a very successful all SLEP (Service Life Extension Program) five craft deployment aboard BOXESG (LHA-4 USS
Boxer and LPD-17 USS New Orleans), detachment shifted their
focus to the preservation, inspection, and reconditioning of their
crafts.
Led by their hard charging LCPO MMCM Konkol, detachment
LPO ET1 House, and Maintenance LPO GSE1 Reyes, they were
able to flawlessly execute their transition from a very intense operation to maintenance mode. In a short period of time, detachment underwent a very rigorous Post Deployment Availability,
$300,000 worth, with over 240 Intermediate and Depot Level Repair jobs for five craft: LCACs 09, 43, 45, 47, and 63. The Detachment’s effective and innovative approach to the planning and
execution has been critical to their success.
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The Detachment impressively managed nine craft, additional
craft were assigned to the detachment: LCACs 16, 63, 74, and
81. They completed nine Corrosion Control Inspections (CCI)
and nine Craft Material Inspections (CMI) in a very stringent and
well defined schedule. This was a highly demanding task, which
proved the detachment is equipped with extremely experienced
and proficient craft masters: GSEC Anderson, GSEC Meacham,
OSC Williams, ETC Fanning, and OSC Barba. Billeted with
high caliber engineers: GSM1 Cross, GSE1 Butiu, HT1 Deforest, GSM1 Galvez, and GMS2 Dela Cruz. They all made sure
the entire detachment rose to the challenge of meeting all 2,500
hours of routine and critical training and missions for EWTGPAC, AQT, Detachment Bravo FEP and Detachment Foxtrot’s
Homecoming Offload. The detachment has proven their capability to deliver under pressure, fitted with superb craft crew and
maintenance personnel. Success is eminent and they will always
prevail.
Congratulations to MMCM Konkol, GSM2 McNeil, GSM2
Bergeles, GSM3 Schimdt, GSM3 Cannon, GSM3 Darger, HT3
Pena, and HT3 Jay on their recent promotions, a well deserved
advancement.
The Detachment is also proud to recognize HT3 Wimberly for
his selection as ACU 5 JSOY 2009, GSM2 Dela Cruz ACU 5
SOQ 2nd QTR 2010, BM3 Wingert LCACer of the month (Feb),
and GMS3 Gemeniano LCACer of the month of (Mar).
The Detachment’s retention is an absolute success, 100 percent
retention to include GSEC Meacham, GSEC Anderson, GSE1
Butiu, GSM2 Washington, and BM3 Wingert. They have all
committed additional years of excellent service and unrivaled
professionalism.

Detachment FOXTROT
Detachment Foxtrot deployed with the BHRARG and the 11th
Marine Expeditionary Unit with LCAC 75 onboard USS Bonhomme Richard and LCACs 32 and 40 onboard USS Rushmore.
Operations during the deployment included Timor Leste, United
Arab of Emirates, Djibouti, and support and training in Kuwait.
During these operations, detachment personnel participated in
community relations projects, which included cooking, painting,
cleaning, and assembling racks.
While on deployment the Detachment logged over 200 hours of
operation delivering seven million tons of USMC rolling stock
and cargo, including 7,000 Marines. While operating in northern
Kuwait, LCAC 40 suffered a catastrophic drive-train casualty.
GSM1(SW/AW) Ballard immediately accepted the task of leading a maintenance team in the replacement of an ETF40B main
engine and two right angled gearboxes. The emergent repairs enabled the detachment to continue CTF 51 taskings.
Several detachment personnel achieved qualifications such as
Enlisted Surface Warfare Specialist, Enlisted Aviation Warfare
Specialist, Tactical Action Officer, CIC watch Officer, and CIC
Watch Supervisor. The following personnel are also recognized

for Advancement: GSM1(SW/AW) Yeomans, GSM2(SW)
Mitchell, HT3(SW/AW) Najera, GSE3(SW) Fox, and LS3(SW)
Niezen.

Detachment INDIA
In an integral and very strategic move, Operations Department,
led by BMCM Cass and BMCM Grgetich, combined the IEM
and FMP crews and placed them into one Detachment, Detachment INDIA. India is comprised of an LCPO, GSMC Aycock,
Production Chief, GSMC Ni, and a 3M Supervisor, GSMC Peralta. The LPO, HT1 Fitzgerald, leads approximately 40 new
Sailors. When a Sailor checks onboard in the Operations Department, they are introduced to India, and a comprehensive qualification and learning process begins immediately. They remain in
India for six months, and then transfer to a Detachment, fully
qualified to work on an LCAC. India has completed Craft Alt
469K (Deep Skirt/Transverse Airway modification) on LCAC
24m resulting in a cost savings of $34,000 by avoiding out-sourcing. The Deep Skirt installation team lead by GSM1 (SW/AW)
Marzucca was completed in a two week period, a job which normally takes one month. They also completed 12 Formal Work
Packages (FWPs) and Controlled Work Packages (CWPs) in support of LCAC 24, completing the Fleet Modernization Program
on time and under budget.
In addition, Detachment INDIA accomplished the following
noteworthy accomplishments:
• Managed the simultaneous Corrosion Control Inspection and
Recovery for LCACs 09, 17, 43, 45, and 62, to include the Completion of 25 Repair Before Operate discrepancies resulting in a
cost savings of $50,000.
• Completed the Restricted Availability on LCAC 14, which is
undergoing an extensive under hull replacement of 500 sq ft of
plating, including the successful completion of 35 FWP’s/CWP’s.
• Completed weld repairs on LCAC 43’s STBD line handlers station, ensuring the craft was brought back to an FMC status.
• Installed LCAC 47 No. 3 Engine hatch cover (modification).
• Assisted in the repairs of LCAC 09’s water wash tank
• Conducted 450 Cyclical PMS checks between eight LCAC’s
and three Hourly packages on LCAC 47.
• Inducted LCAC 62 into the Service Life Extension
Program(SLEP) by completing SWANTEC on all gear boxes,
Comms Groom and all SLEP Induction Checks.
• Supported the Operational Commander with five LCACs RFT
for Operation Dawn Blitz.
In summary, the efforts of Detachment INDIA could not have
happened without the extreme hard work and dedication to ensure that we are doing our part in meeting the commands mission
of LCACs Ready for Tasking (RFT).
Until next issue…. We are and will always be READY FOR
TASKING!
BMCM GRGETICH
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ACU 4 Supply

ACU 4 Earns an Outstanding, Provide
Relief Efforts in Haiti
ravo Zulu to ACU 4 Supply Department for earning a grade
of "Outstanding" after scoring 99.9 percent during its bi-annual Supply Management Certification (SMC). Out of a possible
816 points, 815 were earned to achieve this phenomenal feat. Inspectors observed it was apparent that Supply Operations at ACU
4 are “SMC ready on a daily basis” and not simply a one-time
fabrication just for the Certification. Supply personnel maintain
this level of readiness by continuous attention to all operations to
include conducting wall-to-wall inventories on its entire inventory of over 6,000 line items as well as DLRs, Organizational
Clothing, and Pack-Up Kit (PUK) storerooms. Supply Department personnel exhibited great pride in the roles they played in
achieving this accomplishment and will continue to strive for the
never achieved 100 percent by seeking new ways to improve
daily operations and the support they provide to the command.

B

In response to the Haiti Earthquake disaster, craft and crews of
ACU 4 were called upon by the nation to provide critical logistical support to assist with Operation Unified Response. Deploying five LCACs on short-notice, Supply Department personnel
moved quickly in inventorying, procuring, preparing and assembling supplies and equipment for this effort. This short-notice
Pack-Up Kit consisted of over 200 line items of HAZMAT, 150
repair parts, and numerous pallets of bottled water and Meals
Ready to Eat (MRE) to sustain the detachment for over 79 days.
Organizational clothing and survival gear were also issued to
each crew member. Supply Department personnel efforts reflected the same level of dedication demonstrated throughout the

command in preparing and having our craft ready to deploy to
support this essential humanitarian effort.
LS1 Willie Bossie and LS2 Robert Rice completed a six month
deployment onboard USS BATAAN, where they flawlessly performed their independent duties. LS2 Rice’s management of the
HAZMAT and repair parts Pack-Up Kits was exceptional. He
maintained 100 percent accountability on over 500 line items
while accurately managing OPTAR funds of over $300,000. LS1
Bossie played an integral role while TAD to BATAAN Supply
Department, ensuring support for the ACU 4 detachment was
timely and without interruption. Congratulations to LS2 Rice
who received both his Surface and Aviation Warfare pins while
deployed. LS1 Michael Lockhart is our only Logistician Specialist deployed in Detachment BRAVO, which is embarked aboard
the USS NASSAU Amphibious Ready Group supporting overseas contingency operations.
Congratulations to LS1 (SW) Remy Teriak on his selection to Officer Candidate School (OCS) and his Military Volunteer Service
Medal for outstanding service to the community for three continuous years. Petty Officer Teriak will leave ACU 4 to begin his
Officer Candidate training where he will earn the rank of Ensign
and obtain a position as a Supply Corps Officer by the end of the
year.
Congratulations also to LSSN Nathan Myers (Sea) and LSSN
Kylie Speigle (Shore) on their selection as Blue Jackets of the
Quarter for the Second Quarter.
The Supply Department welcomes aboard:
LSC (SW/AW) Trudale Reed
LCPO
LS1 (SW/AW) Theresa Sedwick
LS1 (SW/AW) Donovan Broyard
LS3 Michael Tamez
LSSN Jamal Smith

Divisional

Farewell to the following:
LSCS (SW) Debra Walker
LSC (AW) Cheryl Kurianowicz
LS1 (SS/SW) Willie Bossie
LS2 (SW/AW) Robert Rice
GSM2 (SW) Wyatt Lawson
ACU 4 Supply Department
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ACU 5 Supply

ACU 5 Supply Continues to Excel
CU 5’s Supply Department consists of 44 Sailors and five
civilian personnel. LT Rico Reyes relieved LCDR Brent
Falla and assumed duties as the Supply Officer. He and CWO3
Ernesto Garcia provide direct leadership and guidance to the
Supply team. With the leadership of Departmental LCPO, CSCS
(SW/AW) Almazan and S-1 Divo LSCS(SW/AW) Jusayan, the
Supply Department is ready, willing, and able to serve the fleet
and meet the logistics challenges facing the LCAC community.

A

The Stock Control Team takes pride in maintaining a highly
professional and efficient operation. The team, including the
Supply Officer, enlisted Sailors, and Navy civilians is dedicated
to bringing the highest levels of logistics support to the LCAC
community and ensuring that
all LCAC are Ready For Tasking (RFT) for real world operations and/or any humanitarian
or disaster relief efforts.

continued to provide excellent support, especially while running
the Used Oil program that has enabled the Navy to recycle
almost 10,000 gallons of POLs. He also is the lead Petty Officer
for all Vacuum Pump Truck operations, safely transferring over
40,000 gallons of POLs that were disposed of by an outside
contractor. Petty Officer Delgado's leadership has enabled the
command to successfully pass all inspections, including the
Marine Corps Base, Camp Pendleton's Environmental
Assessment, and the County of San Diego's Health Department's
Hazardous Waste Audit without any Notices of Violation,
discrepancies or recommendations for improvement. The
division also has wished Fair Winds to BM3 Stanley Douglas,
who led the Hazwaste program for the previous three years.

The Food Service Team
continues to excel and provide
outstanding services. On
Cushion Cove received its
seventh consecutive Five Star
With 11 Logistics
Accreditation from
Specialists and four Navy
Commander Navy Region
civilians, all are motivated and
Southwest Accreditation
dedicated in providing
assessment for professionalism
outstanding customer service
and excellence in food service.
24/7. We are professionals
From the installation of new
ensuring logistics support is
specialty bar and soup bar
provided when and where
coffee/cappuccino machines to
needed. We are willing to meet
the preparation of a more
Members of ACU 5’s Food Service Team.
any challenges – anytime!
robust and wide menu
The team received a score of Outstanding during the 2010
selection, the galley crew elevates their shipmates’ morale on a
COMNAVSURFOR Supply Management Certification.
daily basis. Always mission capable, the galley untiringly
exceeds the standards promulgated by the Supply Management
We provide services such as contracting, credit card purchase
Certification inspectors. Under the leadership of CSCS(SW/AW)
budgeting, accounting, inventory management and equipment
Almazan and CS1(SW/AW) Kramer, the Food Service team
support not only here in CONUS but also for WestPac Alpha. In
continues to provide nutritious and high quality meals to over
other news, BZ to LS2(SW) Adam Castro for completing a suc600 crew and guests of ACU 5. The Food Service Team received
cessful Individual Augmentee assignment in Qatar from Apr
a grade of Excellent during the 2010 COMNAVSURFOR Supply
2009 – Oct 2009. The Team – LSCS Jusayan (Stock Control
Management Certification and received their 8th consecutive
Officer), Mr. Robert Luitwieler (Stock Control Guru), Mr. Matt
Five Star accreditation.
Lane (DLR Manager), LSC Letargo (Leading Chief), LS1 Baldwin (Leading PO), LS2 Hu, LS2 Castro, LS2 Diaz, LS2 Romig,
Improving the morale and living conditions of the residents of
LSSN Keyes, LSSN Meraz, LSSR Li ad Ms. Tina Larson
Bachelor Enlisted Quarters (BEQ) is always our goal.
(Purchasing Clerk).
CSC(SW/AW) Perry and CS1(SW/AW) Unawa and their staff
continue to provide outstanding customer service and numerous
Hazmat division continues to provide outstanding support to the
self-help projects that save ACU 5 thousands of dollars of
command and 33 LCACs. Mr. Ray Malskis and AS1 Delgado
operation and maintenance. Built in 1986 and 1993, the BEQs
and their team have attended to all command Hazardous Material received tremendous upkeep, thus maintaining mission readiness
requirements, to include a stock control program run by
and Zumwalt inspection ready on a daily basis.
BM3 Robles, the Shore Junior sailor of the Year; an extensive
shelf-life program managed by BM2 Barbour, who in addition
runs the Hazardous Waste program in which over 200,000 lbs. of
waste was processed without incident. ET2 Rasmussen has
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ACU 4 Training

A Year of Transition for ACU 4 Training
his has been a year of numerous challenges and dynamic
change for the staff of ACU 4’s Training Department.
Whether developing and implementing new courses of instruction, supporting real world operations, bringing on board “new
blood” from our Operations Department, or actively participating
in LCAC program initiatives, the instructor crews of ACU 4
consistently perform “Above and Beyond” in their duties and
responsibilities.

T

The primary mission of the Training Department continues to be
training and certifying prospective LCAC crewmembers in the
proper operation and employment of 39 LCAC in support of
Global Expeditionary Warfare operations. By promoting a
team-oriented and proactive approach, we aggressively support
all aspects of basic LCAC training, including the Full Motion
Trainer (FMT) at Expeditionary Warfare Training Group Atlantic
(EWTGLANT). Additionally, the department conducts an
intensive four week Advanced Qualification Training (AQT)
program for Craftmasters, Engineers, Navigators, Loadmasters
and Deck Engineers. After completion of these rigorous courses
of instruction, theses expeditionary warriors earn the Naval
Enlisted Classifications (NEC) that mark them as LCAC sailors.
The Training Department is also assigned the responsibility of
overseeing the LCAC Training Team (LCTT) Program, which is
composed of 12 LCAC Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) who have
completed multiple deployments and are proven performers.
Under the aggressive leadership of QMCS(SW/AW) Kris Silvey,
they are charged with directing the operational, administrative,
and technical training of up to 15 deploying LCAC crews each
year. LCAC crews conduct mission scenarios based on a
goal-oriented approach to attain maximum readiness ratings.
They conduct specific FXPs within periodicity requirements and
situational drills under the direct supervision of LCTT members.
When detachments are assigned during ULTRA to conduct Surge
or short–fuse missions, an LCTT representative accompanies
crews to ensure safety guidelines are strictly adhered to, and are
conducted strictly in accordance with SEAOPS. This includes
mission briefs, technical parameters, and tactical procedures.
LCTT members also observe and conduct all ISIC-mandated ship
certification requirements, including Amphibious Specialty
Training (AST). Senior Chief Silvey and his team’s efforts are
directly responsible for maintaining maximum combat readiness
and tactical proficiency while ensuring the highest levels of
safety. The Training Department provided SEAOPS
certification and recertification for 160 crewmen last year.
The Training Department also oversees the command’s
Indoctrination and Command Sponsorship programs. Chief James
Hartzell coordinates all indoctrination courses with departmental
leading chiefs, and has incorporated a new feature this year for
educating junior sailors about commissioning program
opportunities. The Training Officer, LT Sean Edwards, and
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Students in ACU 4’s Prop and Lift Fan class.

Administrative Officer, LTJG Laveda Warrior, give presentations
and offer advice on the various avenues and success strategies
leading to a commission. Through the hard work and unsurpassed
efforts of Senior Chief Gelle and Chief Jernigan, the Command
Sponsorship Program has sponsored 84 gains and lined up 96
more to come in next year. Their efforts are especially critical because of manning shortfalls.
The ACU 4 Training Department is the vanguard of new
initiatives in LCAC curriculum updates and improvements.
Senior Chief Uhler, GSM1 Lang, and QM1 Burel are wrapping
up 18 months of effort in SLEP curriculum development for FMT
and AQT. The FMT and AQT curriculums were delivered to
EWTGLANT over the summer. During all phases of
development there were numerous meetings in Orlando, Florida
which provided all parties (ACU 4, ACU 5 SMEs and
UNITECH) the opportunity to provide input, ensuring that the
best quality training was developed. Additionally, on a weekly
basis all parties used an internet portal to review, correct, and
comment on curriculum. The LCAC training pipeline wasn’t
fully operational due to the SLEP upgrade for the FMT, but
ACU 4 instructors stayed busy in a variety of assignments.
In late 2009 ACU 4 sent four instructors to ETWGPAC to qualify
to instruct the LCAC Propulsion and Lift Systems maintenance
course and the LCAC Craft Control course at ACU 4. In March
ACU 4 held four class convening’s for these courses of
instruction with a total of 42 students earning this NEC. With the
increased need for maintenance curriculum to be developed for
the new Service Life Extension Program (SLEP) craft, it became
apparent that the legacy course would soon be out of date. The
new LCAC Computer Based Training (CBT) course helped resolve the issue by giving both SLEP and legacy students a more
realistic perspective of what maintenance is like onboard a
LCAC. The new LCAC CBT course is now on line and fully
operational. The classroom can hold up to 10 students and allows
them to guide themselves throughout the LCAC allowing them to
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visually see what is being taught and the actual location of
components on the craft. Each student is provided a book with all
the slides in the course and has a dual screen computer to allow
them to conduct the course requirements. To ensure that all students are on task, the instructors are provided with a monitoring
system which allows them to see the students progress through
the course and to be able to identify any problems that the
students may have. With costs ranging up to $100,000 for the
classroom alone, students will now have the virtual environment
as if they are really conducting maintenance onboard an LCAC
prior to them fulfilling there orders as an LCAC Maintenance
Technician. This critical initiative is the result of the efforts of
many, but special recognition goes to GSM1 (SW) Nathan
Cormier and GSM2 (SW) Archuleta, who spent literally hundreds
of off–duty hours on the installation and testing of the CBT.
Our Deck Engineer shop qualified 20 Deck Engineers in 2010,
and welcomed new Instructors GSM2 (SW/AW) Davis, GSM2
(SW) Childress, GSM2 (SW) Archuleta, and GSE2 (SW/AW)
Lopez. On the “home front”, our Lead Deck Engineer Instructor
and renowned super athlete GSE1(SW/AW) Andrea Deese, gave
birth to a healthy baby boy in April – and ran the PRT one week
later! Way to go Deese!
In an effort to streamline the fundamentals behind vehicle driver
training, the Training Department’s Loadmaster Instructors have
each accrued vehicle operators licenses for a multitude of different DON/USMC rolling stock. This provides us with the opportunity to maximize our student’s time; making our finished
product a more experienced as well as knowledgeable Loadmaster capable of directing vehicles in a more expeditious manner
without sacrificing safety. Our Boatswain Mates are constantly
being sought out to participate in official ceremonies and functions, providing Honors Boatswain’s Mates that can inspect,
train, and coordinate their prospective side-boys and bell-ringers;
resulting in displays of US Navy customs that bring true credit to
those being honored. ACU 4 Loadmasters are being requested for
wear-testers of
experimental uniform
augmentations in an
effort to better equip
our personnel with a
safer work environment, without
hindering the mission.
Additionally, they are very adapted and pride themselves on designing curricula tailored to meet specific waypoints in training
our students on a nearly individual basis. And they don’t just stop
once liberty call goes down. Many of the Loadmaster Instructors
are actively involved with their local community through programs like little leagues, habitat for
humanities, and volunteer work at their local elementary and
middle schools. The Loadmaster Instructors have also superbly
trained 20 students this year. Of special note, Lead Loadmaster
Instructor BMC (SW/EXW) Marcus Robbins
recently returned from a 14 month tour in Southern Afghanistan

where he served as the Senior Enlisted Advisor (SEA) and
Personal Security Officer (PSO/Body guard) to the Deputy
Commanding General.
In 2009, ACU 4 turned over duties as SEAOPS Model Manager
to ACU 5. However, the Training Department continues to work
diligently in maintaining the accuracy, updating, and
dissemination of feedback corrections throughout the fleet and to
those involved with LCAC operations. Countless SEAOPS
FBR’s have been compiled for the regular SEAOPS conferences
needed to keep on top of changes. These FBR’s are instrumental
in identifying SEAOPS deficiencies and ensuring only the most
accurate, up-to-date guidance and information is available for the
SEAOPS end-users. Special recognition goes to ENCS(SW) Dan
Lyall and GSM2(SW/AW) Chris Morey for their outstanding
motivation and hard work in making ACU 4’s tour as Model
Manager a success.
We have had an outstanding year full of excitement and
change, everything from training crews who proudly participated
in Humanitarian Assistance and relief missions for the country of
Haiti to rendering assistance in the environmental recovery in the
Gulf of Mexico. Training Department Instructors continue to
work on programmatic developmental projects such as SSC,
MLP, and Electronic Gripes. Training is involved in numerous
administrative initiatives, including NMETLS, CCR’s, and
NTA’S in support of readiness reporting. Continued work with
contractors on Manpower Analysis, Planning and Training has
also kept the staff very busy.
Over the past year we have qualified eight Craftmasters,
ten Engineers, and five Navigators as LCAC SLEP differences
operators. Throughout all training evolutions, attention was
focused on Rules of the Road, crew coordination, risk assessment
and management, general safety and mishap prevention, mission
planning, amphibious operations and shipboard evolutions. We
would like to
personally thank all who have supported Training Department
throughout the year, and
it remains our goal to
continue to provide operational-ready sailors
in support of Global Expeditionary
Warfare operations
worldwide.

“The instructor crews of ACU 4 consistently
perform above and beyond in their duties
and responsibilities!”

Hail: LT Edwards, OSCM Buchanan, GSEC Jernigan,
GSEC Owens, GSM2 Childers, GSM2 Archuletta,
GSM1 Cormier, GSE2 Lopez, BM2 Alewine, DC2 Barton,
EN1 Paredes, GSM2 Davis, GSE1 Deese, QM1 Burel,
ET2 Holder, GSM3 Roberts, BM3 Fludd.
Farewell: LT Loftus, BMCM Green, DCC Mier,
QMC Klein, QM1 Lee, GSE1 Bradshaw, GSM2 Gonzalez,
GSM2 Swarmer
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ACU 5 Training

ACU 5 Trains for the Future
raining Department sent three of their instructors,
QMC(SW/AW) Weldon, GSMC(SW/AW) Karber, and
GSE1(SW/AW) Smart, to the Naval Surface Warfare Center in
Panama City, FL (NSWC-PC) to recertify the civilian LCAC
crews. They recertified four Craftmasters, two Engineers, two
Navigators, and nine Deck Engineers and also flew LCAC 66 to
fleet test the new Advanced Skirt System and carbon fiber composite shrouds that NSWC-PC and NSWC-CCD continue to test
to replace the current deep skirt system and aluminum shrouds
currently used.

T

While this crew was in Panama City, GSCS(SW/AW) Rachor
and OSC(SW/AW) were sent to Orlando, FL to attend the AQT
SLEP curriculum review at the Uni-Tech training facility where
the material was finalized and all curriculum requirements were
met and slated to be taught at the end of the year.
GSM1(SW) Watson recently took over as the Master Training
Specialist (MTS) program coordinator after he and three other
LCAC instructors received their MTS qualification.
Since October 2009, ACU 5 Training Department has qualified
six new Craftmasters, five Engineers, five Navigators, four Loadmasters, and 20 Deck Engineers. 43 multi-rated students have
completed ACU 5’s Maintenance University, a course that familiarizes non-engineering rates with a more technical side of an
LCAC’s engineering plant. Additionally, the Training Department
has recertified 16 crewmembers, in preparation for deployment
and the upcoming Rim of the Pacific exercise.
Loadmaster Instructor and Command Drug and Alcohol Program
Advisor (DAPA) BM1(SW/AW) Hynes was selected as the
NBG-1 and ESG-3 Sailor of the Year.
In December, Training department overhauled their Final Evaluation Phase (FEP) for all deploying detachments. Detachment
Bravo was the first to go through ACU 5’s new evaluation phase
which consisted of a four day scenario driven evaluation period.
The LCAC crews had long days of planning and flights requiring
them to utilize all their prior training to complete their missions.
Their Maintenance personnel had to build the Personnel Transport Module (PTM), Cold weather kit, and the Bleed Air Antiicing System (BAAS) throughout the night to allow the LCAC
crews to complete the next day’s missions. This newly developed
evaluation phase has set a high standard for upcoming Detachments who are preparing to deploy.
QM1(SW) Nicholas traveled to ACU 5’s Detachment Alpha to
teach the new Block Cycle 5 system to all the crews stationed in
Sasebo Japan, preparing them for their spring patrol.
The Training Department at ACU 5 has been rigorously pursuing
a new way to get SEAOPS to the crew in the craft and in the field
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for the last few months. One solution that QM1 Nicholas has
been spearheading is the incorporation of paper bound SEAOPS
and transferring them to the digital age by incorporating them
into an E-reader, known as the Amazon Kindle. This device is
lightweight, portable, and since it utilizes no backlight, it is NVG
safe. It has a copious amount of memory and can store not only
all eight versions of SEAOPS, but also the entire tech manual library, including all schematics. It can run a maximum of two
weeks on a single charge. The Kindle is versatile and can be
charged by either an outlet or plugged directly into the USB
ports. The Kindle is very resilient. Using the optional protector,
this unit can withstand a variety of stresses that are usually part
of the normal day to day rigors the paperback versions incur. Although the Kindle is very user friendly there are some minor settings to the Kindle that need
to be changed. QM1 Nicholas
has been working with the
Kindle development team to
incorporate these changes.
When the Kindle comes online crewmembers will be
able to shed the tedious man
hours and utilize their time for
the more important tasks at
hand, keeping LCAC’s RFT!!
GSCS(SW/AW) Rachor,
GSM1 Watson, QM1
Nicholas, GSE1 Smart, BM1
Stormo flew to West Pac
Alpha to conduct fall patrol
pre-deployment inspections
on two complete crews to include, SEAOPS inspections
on logs and records, underway evaluations in transit to
Okinawa, and an on load of
Marine personnel and equipment while ship was moored
to a pier at White Beach, Okinawa.
EWTGPAC and ACU 5
are preparing for the new curriculum shift for FY 10. There
is still one more class from
EWTGPAC to go through the
old curriculum prior to the
shift. There has always been a
moderate attrition rate for
LCAC Navigators. Subsequently this shortage has created a gap in the billeting for Get a Caption

basic Radar and Navigation Instructors at the school house. To
fill in this gap ACU 5 has handpicked Navigator Instructor QM1
Nicholas for EWTGPAC. QM1 Nicholas will then train a student
from basic training all the way through and up to graduation of
Advanced Qualification Training. This is the first time since the
program was created that this has ever been attempted.
BM1 (SW) Stormo is preparing for her 2nd year of MDA camp
where she works hand in hand with children with various disabilities. The camp is a week long camp in the city of Julian, California. This year she will be a unit leader and responsible for
coordinating numerous events to make the camp a memorable
and successful week for both the children and counselors. She
contributes many off duty hours to help plan the events during
camp and volunteers for many car washes and other fundraising
events to help raise money for both the camp and the awareness
of muscular dystrophy.

Recently, the Training Department has developed a Maintenance
University. It is a school to familiarize all newly checked in personnel from engineering rates to those checking into the Supply
department at ACU 5. This schooling provides the necessary information, skill development, and practical applications of the
LCAC’s major craft propulsion and lift systems, mechanical auxiliaries, electrical power distribution, fire protection, and craft
control systems of keeping LCACs RFT for the operational Commander.
The Training Department would like to welcome aboard
OSC(SW/AW) Haiden, BM1(SW/AW) Yuen, GSM1(SW/AW)
Feuz, GSM2(SW) Morrow, and HT2 (SW) Mojica. Additionally,
we would like to say, “Fair Winds and Following Seas” to
STGCS(SW/AW) Chambers who after 26 years has retired and
OSC (SW/AW) Rogers and QM1 (SW/AW) Mckee who have returned to the ACU 5 Operations Department.
GSCS LOGSDON
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Sea Sailor of the Year: David Lee
rom over 300 outstanding sailors on the ACU 4 sea-side,
Quartermaster First Class David Lee has been selected as the
Best of the Best. He has been recognized because of his
multi-faceted leadership skills demonstrated through his total
commitment to the LCAC Service Life Extension Program
(SLEP), active membership in the ACU 4 First Class Petty
Officer Association (FCPOA), and dedication to his community.

F

Petty Officer Lee’s dynamic leadership style is contagious.
During his tenure as president of the First Class Petty Officer
Association, he challenged his fellow shipmates to increase
standards both at work and within the community. He developed
several community-related support programs that led to the
selection of ACU 4 as the 2009 Best Navy Support Organization
in the entire Hampton Roads area.
As the SLEP Department Leading Petty Officer, he led 17
crewmembers in supporting this newly developed department.
The results were noteworthy and immediate. He supervised the
installation of over 200 mission critical upgrades to SLEP craft.
As a result of his managerial and leadership skills, the last two
SLEP craft deliveries have been the most successful in the SLEP
program to date and resulted in him and his subordinates receiving command-wide recognition through various awards. QM1
Lee recently completed Command

Financial Specialist School
in an effort to better assist
junior sailors when difficult
financial situations may
arise.
A tireless team player,
QM1 Lee volunteered to fill
an emergent crew gap as Detachment Lead Petty
Officer for a six month
deployment. In this position
and as Lead Navigator, he
ensured the timely and
precise planning of over 60
Amphibious Operations and
the movement of over 1.3
Million pounds of USMC equipment and personnel in support of
Marine Expeditionary Operations. While deployed, he volunteered and supported the undermanned ship's Navigation Department and qualified as Combat Information Center Watch Officer
(CICWO).
This top-notch sailor is the total package! He leads and sailors
follow because he is simply the BEST. GREAT JOB!

Shore Sailor of the Year: Danielo Hall
G
as Turbine Specialist (Electrical) Danilo Hall was the
“hands-down” selection for the ACU 4 Shore Side Sailor of
the Year. His sustained superior performance over the past year
gave him the extra edge over a very competitive group of deserving individuals. GSE1 Hall manages and coordinates R-3 division personnel in the completion of repairs and preventative
maintenance on 39 LCAC. He is directly responsible for the
25 percent increase in FMP Craft during FY 10. His superior
supervisory skills have resulted in improved craft availability for
training, proficiency, and global deployment combat response.

The pinnacle of a dynamic leader, GSEI Hall consistently has the
pulse of his sailors as he challenges and mentors them. As Assistant Command Financial Specialist and Assistant Command
Managed Equal Opportunity Advisor, he has assisted numerous
sailors through personal issues. He has insured that our sailors
perform at 100 percent effectiveness with no burden of outside
issues. GSE1 Hall volunteered to take a TAD assignment to assist
USS HAWES FFG-53 as EM04/FCA1 Leading Petty Officer
during a period where they were severely undermanned. While
attached to HAWES, and in the absence of a billeted CPO, he
acted as Main Propulsion Divisional Chief for two months.
Through his expertise and superb leadership he successfully
completed Hawes CNT-09 deployment, spearheading 2024 man
hours of preventative and corrective maintenance on 1217 pieces
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of equipment with 100 percent completion rate.

While deployed with
HAWES he earned his
Engineering Officer of the
Watch (EOOW)
Qualification. Upon
returning to ACU 4, he has
managed and trained a
diverse group of personnel
including Gas Turbine
Electricians and Electronics
Technicians. He possesses
the ability to relate and
effectively train all personnel
in electrical and electronic
system operations and troubleshooting techniques.
On top of everything else, he completed a Bachelors Degree in
Business Administration in Technology Management from
St. Leo's University and was an active team member during
COMREL Project Cartejena, Columbia School of the Americas.
GSE1 Hall is a winner and a Go-Getter. He makes everyone
around him a better sailor and person. WELL DONE!
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ACU 5 Sailors of the Year

12 Sailors of the Year for ACU 5
successful year for any command depends upon successful
Sailors. This past year ACU 5 enjoyed an unprecedented 26
LCACs “Ready For Tasking.” Detachment ECHO returned from
deployment on USS BOXER (LHD 4) and Detachment FOXTROT deployed with BONHOMME RICHARD (LHD 6). Our
safety program earned the Navy Safety Award for major shore
commands, aAnd we earned the Golden Anchor Award. None of
these accomplishments would be possible without a focused crew
performing above expected work. A few of these Sailors separate
themselves from the rest and are recognized as “Sailors of the
Year.”

A

For 2009 we have a total of 12 Sailors of the year, four from each
of our three UIC’s. The categories are Senior Sailor of the Year
(E6), Sailor of the Year (E5), Junior Sailor of the Year (E4) and
Blue Jacket of the Year (E1 – E3). These Sailors were nominated by their respective chain of command, participated in an
oral board, and selected from a unique and superior group. The
Sailors of the Year for the SEA UIC include: BM1(SW/AW) Eric
Hynes, GSM2(SW) Rodrigo Torres, BM3(SW/AW) Karina Robles, and AS3 Johnson (promoted to AS3 after her selection). The
SHORE Sailors of the Year include: GSE1(SW/AW) Shawn
Magner, HT3 Lucas Wimberly, and HT3 Najera (promoted to
HT3 after his selection). The Sailors of the Year for Detachment
WESTPAC in Sasebo Japan include: YN1(SW) Charles Johanson
III, BM2(SW) Philip Voigtman, MM3(SW/AW) Micheal Vagel,
and GSMFN(SW) Joel Almanza-Nunez.
Recently I asked our Sailors of the Year if they would share a bit
about themselves and their accomplishments. I asked each to
share a reason that may have led to their selection. BM1 Hynes
responded that his father played a significant roll. He said, “My
father told me once, there are two types of leaders; good leaders,
and great leaders. A good leader is a person that would put you in
a position and situation that you want to be in and watch you succeed. A great leader is a person that would put you in a leadership position or situation that you don't want to be in and help
you succeed. I have great leaders and outstanding peers, as well
as superb sailors. Everything we are, everything we have done,
everything we have achieved, we could not have done without
our Sailors. I am nothing without them, and I owe everything to
them.” Additionally, BM1 Hynes, a single father raising two
young boys to be men, was a finalist at the Commander, Naval
Surface Forces Sailor of the Year.
Our SEA Junior Sailor of the Year, HT3 Lucas Wimberly from
Hazel Green, Alabama, said he joined the Navy “to get away
from a small town and give myself a chance to experience things
that I never would living in Hazel Green. At the same time I’d
learn a trade to use whenever I get out.” Petty Officer Lucas attributes much of his success to his parents, who are his “heroes.”
Both work and strive to do their best in all they do and treat people fairly and with respect. His most memorable moment in the
Navy “is the people I have met along the way. Friends and mem-

ories I will take whenever I leave this command.”
GSM2 Torres, our SHORE Sailor of the Year, hails from Brooklyn, New York, and now calls home “wherever the Navy sends
me.” He joined the Navy after spending time driving trucks for
different companies. He praises his Leading Petty Officers for
their inspiration and leadership. When asked any advice he can
give up and coming Sailors he simply stated “That those who are
hardest on you are the ones who care about you the most.”
BM3(SW/AW) Karina Robles, our SHORE Junior Sailor of the
Year, loves the Los Angeles Raiders and Lakers! Not surprising
since she calls Los Angeles home. Although having served for
only six years, she’s enjoyed the opportunities to make many
memories. One of her finest was “the eight month deployment
onboard the USS ESSEX (LHD 2). That is where I learned how
to be a Sailor. I found a passion for my rate and realized that this
job truly makes me happy. Many people don't understand that the
Boatswain’s Mate rating is very technical and requires a lot of
planning, thinking and focus. One of my mentors told me it does
not matter what job you do in this world, whether you are a
garbage man or CEO of a company, always work hard and do
that job to the best of your ability because you never know who is
watching you while you work.”
YN1(SW) Johanson, our Detachment Westpac Senior Sailor of
the Year, from Windsor, New York, praises his father as his inspiration and his mother as his hero. When I asked for him to describe his most memorable moment, it caught me off guard.
“When I was stationed at COMFIFTHFLT. I was sent on temporary duty to assist in the logistic support on the USS COLE attack. On the return flight I flew back with some of the deceased
Sailors with the ensign draped over their coffin. It was the most
dramatizing and humbling experience I’ve ever had. I’ll never
forget it.”
Detachment Westpac’s Blue Jacket of the Year, GSMFN(SW)
Nunez, from Charlotte, N.C, joined the Navy less then three years
ago and is already a Sailor of the Year! He praises his “Leading
Petty Officer and Navy Recruiter” as reasons for his success.
When asked to provide some words of recommendation to others,
he states, “Expect the worst, hope for the best. Life is worth it.
Never regret anything.”
Time and length not permitting I cannot state every comment
from each nominee. One thing they all share is the honor felt for
being selected. These Sailors do not view themselves any different than their fellow Sailors. They get up every day and come to
work to do the best job they can and support “LCAC’s RFT.”
None strove for a title or recognition. I suppose the common
thread of humility played a part in their nomination and eventual
selection as well.
CMC Dearie
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Hails and Farewells

Remembering Paul Jandreau
t is with great sadness and regret that we announce the loss of
one of our own. BMCM(SW/AW) Paul Jandreau, USN. Ret.
“Paulie” Jandreau retired in 2007 after 31 years of faithful and
honorable service to our Country and the Navy.

I

He first joined the LCAC program in 1992, qualifying as a Craftmaster. Paul took delivery of LCAC 38 upon graduation and was
assigned as a Detachment LCPO embarked on USS
KEARSARGE (LHD 3) maiden voyage. His detachment performed numerous missions in support of NATO operations during the Bosnia/Serbian conflict, and it was during this
deployment that USAF Capt. Scott O’Grady was rescued by
USMC MEU(SOC) forces embarked on KEARSARGE with support from an ACU 4 LCAC. A consummate warrior, he also led
the first LCAC landings in Somalia and the Haiti uprising during
combat operations and conducted LCAC missions in virtually
every Atlantic fleet theater of operations.
Master Chief Jandreau excelled in all aspects of LCAC operations over his 15 years in the LCAC Program. He flawlessly lead
his Sailors as an Instructor, Operations Master Chief, school
house Division Officer, Senior Enlisted Advisor at EWTGLANT,
and ACU 4 Safety Officer. After his retirement, Paul worked
diligently as a Safety Officer for BAE Systems, in Norfolk, VA,
making new friends and contributing immensely to a safe work
environment for both the ship’s companies and the shipyard
workers.

Perhaps Paul’s greatest
gift to all who served
with him was his
cheerful enthusiasm
and great heart. He
gave his time and talents unselfishly to
everyone he came in
contact with. His actions and manner always reflected the
highest levels of kindness, professionalism
and Navy pride. He
understood the worth
and dignity of every individual, and truly personified positive
thinking in every aspect of life.
Paul was a native of Hartford, CT, born to the late Clement and
Alvina Dubey Jandreau. Those left to cherish his memory are his
two daughters, Stephanie and Christina Jandreau. Paul, we’ll
miss you, Brother……..
Story by Guy Beckley, CSC, PMS377

Hail

Farewell

Captain Chris Mercer, PMS377
Maria Arkwright, Program Office
Dan Shostak, Program Office
Theresa Sutermeister, Program Office
Jim Belmonte, Program Office

Captain Jeff Riedel, PMS377

ACU 4

ACU 4
CAPT Ken Levins, CO - LCDR Shawn Wilson, XO - LCDR
Vigal (Aug) - LT Troy Pearson, MO - LT LaVeda Warrior, AO
- LT J. C. Bonds, RO - LTJG Brown, AOPS - LTJG Dumas,
DET OPS - CWO4 Zaccagni, PO - CWO4 Lilley, DET OIC CWO4 Gibson, DET OIC - CWO4 Fontenot, DET OIC CWO2 Mason, DET OIC - CWO3 Davis, QAO - CWO3 Elliott, DET OIC

CAPT Scott Anderson, CO - LCDR Johhny Martinez, XO LCDR Al Moore, MO - LCDR Rick Manglona, OPS - CWO4
Mike Garza, RO - CWO3 McDougal, QAO - ENS Bray, DET
OIC - CWO3 Thomas, DET OIC - CWO2 Lucario, DET OIC
- CWO2 East, DET OIC

ACU 5
CAPT Ed Harrington, CO - LCDR Max DuPont, EO - LCDR
Brent Falla, SO - LT Russ Bryant, OO - LT Dave Byrne, RO LT Darrell Morgan, DET OIC - LT Dave Ritter, OO - LTJG
Beau Blanchard, AO - CWO4 Jack Fernando, FSO - CWO3
Jeff McElhannon, DET OIC - CWO2 Tyrone Graves, DET OIC

ACU5
CAPT Bradley Smith, CO - LCDR Rick Ursery, EO - LCDR
Waymon Jackson, EMO - LT George Ezell, OO - LT Louis
Gasca, RO - LT Cody Hughes, SO - LT Rico Reyes, SO - LT
Andrew Rapacke, GOO - LT Cirilo Peji, DET OIC - LT
Michael Prince, DET OIC - LTJG Jimmy George, DET OIC LTJG Jimmie Holloway, AO - LTJG Joel Lopez, DET OIC LTJG Jason Race, DET OIC - CWO3 Isaac Cedillo, DET OIC
- CWO3 Ernesto Garcia,FSO - ENS Steve Aguirre, DET OIC
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In Memory
Ret. Col. Eugene Shoults, former Program Manager
and friend of the LCAC Community
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